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NEWS

Tampopo Promotional Pulled Off BCTV
by Anthony Miller
A promotional preview of last week’s
Renaissance Film Society’s movie, Tam¬
popo, was pulled off the BCTV system
after being aired
the afternoon of
March 17. The piece, which contained
a scene with frontal nudity, was pulled
after Paul Rosenthal, coordinator of stu¬
dent activities, telephoned BCTV fac¬
ulty advisor Gene Clough. Rosenthal
was disturbed over the airing of the pre¬
view in Chase Hall where any passer-by
could see the explicit clip.
Alex Winter ’90, coordinator of the
Renaissance Film Society, had the pre¬
view prepared in order to publicize the
Renaissance Film Society’s feature that
weekend. According to Pete Kliem ’90,
the BCTV general manager, the pre¬

view was put on the BCTV system be¬
fore being edited.
Craig Patton ’91, spokesman for
BCTV, explained that “Alex Winter
brought in the tape and gave it to us to

“We were basically called up
and told to pull it . . . that this
was an offensive thing that
shouldn’t be running on our
system. ”

— Craig Patton
put it on over BCT V. Greg (Bendelius
’92) was going to edit it after looking it
over and deciding certain scenes needed
to be edited before putting it out over a
television network.
Alex decided he

didn't want to wait—probably he
wanted it run as many times as it possi¬
ble to promote the film . . . (he) went
and got the tape from the editing room,
took it over to the broadcasting unit and
played it. ”
When Rosenthal saw it he telephoned
Clough and questioned him about the
appropriateness of the preview. In re¬
sponse to Rosenthal’s concern, Clough
took the preview off the air.
Even though the piece was never
meant to be shown uncut, the incident
raises a number of questions about the
student-run college television network
which is not under FCC regulations.
“We were basically called up and told
to pull it . . . that this was an offensive
thing that shouldn’t be running on our
system,” Patton said. “I guess (Rosen¬
thal’s) stand point is that he’s part of the
administration ... so they therefore can
decide what does or does not go out over
a network . . . It is a very visible thing.”
According to Rosenthal the problem
is that some monitors, like those in
Chase Hall, do not permit “viewer con¬
trol,” which is the capability to control
what one watches. Unlike the television
sets in the dorms which allow the viewer
to choose what to watch, Rosenthal
pointed out that the Chase Hall monitor
does not allow this option because it is
locked inside a plexiglass cabinet.
Rosenthal expressed concern over the
fact that Chase Hall is a public area
where the loss of “viewer control” af¬
fects not only students but any member
of the Bates community who passes by.
“While it is entirely appropriate that
BCTV be a student-run organization,
programmed in the interests of the stu¬
dent audience,” Rosenthal said, “mem¬
bers of the community—staff, faculty,
and administration—who are not (BCTV’s) target audience, are affected by its

behavior. ’ ’
He supported the right of the studentrun organization to exercise their own
judgement in determining what they air,

“While it is entirely appropri¬
ate that BCTV be a student-run
organization, programmed in
the interests of the student au¬
dience, members of the commu¬
nity— staff, faculty, and ad¬
ministration—who
are
not
(BCTV’s) target audience, are
affected by its behavior.”
—Paul Rosenthal
although Rosenthal said that a case by
case subjective response to each pro¬
gram was not enough. He stressed the
need for instituting formal guidelines:
1 ‘These guidelines should be thought out
and clearly stated in advance—not just
crop up when there is a controversy.”
“A piece of paper with regulations
which says what we can and cannot
broadcast is not going to solve this prob¬
lem. This was basically a security pro¬
blem,” Patton stressed. “This was an
instance where someone who knew how
to use the system . . . ran something on
BGTV without permission from BCTV
or anyone else,” he explained.
Winter agreed that guidelines should
be set up. “I don’t think anyone’s done
anything wrong,” said Winter. “The
idea that people would respond never
occurred to me. The problem has been
recognized and something is going to be
done about it.”
Dean of Students F. Celeste Branham
would not comment on the incident until
she had met with Winter and members
of the BCTV board on Monday.

News Commentary: Representative Assembly’s

Attendance at Budget Meeting Looks Poor
The Representative assembly allo¬
cated over $131,000 to various campus
organizations last Monday, approving
the recommendations of the budget
committee with two alterations. First,
the RA decided against the opinion of
the budget committee and allowed the
editors and business manager of the
yearbook to be paid salaries. Second,
Chase Hall Committee was granted an
additional $700 specifically for their con¬
cert fund.
Monday night’s meeting, in which
the funding fates of nearly every campus
group were at stake, was attended by
only 42 members of the RA, whose total
membership is 58. Three of the RA
members in attendance sat on the bud¬
get committee and thus elected to ab¬
stain from voting. That left 39 voting
members in attendance, which is the
minimum needed for a quorum.
The RA’s poor attendance, a clear
sign of disinterest by its members, raises
the question of how much the RA is re¬
ally concerned about the funding of
other groups. If one third of its members
do not care enough to attend one of the
most important meetings of the year,
should they be the ones controlling the
funds? Should a group which can barely
form a quorum be telling other groups
how to spend their money? It is ironic
that so many groups which put in long
hours every week are at the mercy of the
RA, so many of whose members gripe
at having to meet for two hours a week.
It was the RA who mandated that to
be considered a member of a campus
group, one had to have attended at least

half of the group’s meetings. That seems
a little high-horsed to be coming from
the RA.
There are some benefits which the RA
ha's accrued through its position as dis¬
penser of funds. It has, for example,
given itself an increase of over $2,000—
one of the largest increases of any group
on campus. The RA upped its own bud¬
get because it discovered that it had an
extra $5,000 to allocate. This $5,000
came from the Campus Association,

Philip Koski
which had amassed $5,000 in carry-ov¬
ers from previous years but had not re¬
ported it. Since the Campus Association
had $5,000 extra sitting in its account,
the RA cut the Campus Association’s al¬
location by $5,000.
But rather than distributing all of this
$5,000 among campus groups, the RA
instead decided to give $2,000 of to it¬
self.
Dave Bass, chair of the budget com¬
mittee, wrote,“We did not say, ‘We
have $5000 extra laying around, so lets
get rid of it all!’ We went back and fairly
and appropriately increased funding for
deserving clubs.’”
After doing this, the committee still
had over $3000 extra to allocate. Appar¬
ently, no other groups were “deserv¬
ing” to have more money. So, the RA
gave the money to none other than itself.
In “fairly and appropriately increas(ing)
funding, ’ ’ the RA found itself to be most
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The budget committee from last Monday's RA meeting. Colin Browning photo.
“deserving.” How nice.
The increase the RA gave itself is to
be used for co.-sponsorships. The money
will not directly benefit them. However,
it is the job of the budget committee and

the RA to allocate groups’ funds. Hold¬
ing on to extra money is a cop out. The
RA has simply put off making a deci¬
sion which should have been during the
budget process.

EARRING SALE10% off to all Bates students in March.

Clothing and accessories from:
India, Guatemala, Thailand, Indonesia,
Peru. Africa and Mexico.
675 Main St. Marketplace Vial)
Please mention this ad for discount.

Mitchell Addresses
the Issues: Gorbachev
and Arms Control
by Linda M. Johnson
Senate Majority Leader George Mit¬
chell spoke at length on relations be¬
tween the United States and the Soviet
Union and answered a variety of ques¬
tions last Monday night after his address
in the Chapel.
Speaking about Gorbachev and his re¬
cent reforms, Mitchell feels that “the
changes are of such scope and are occur¬
ring so rapidly that they are unlikely to
be reversed soon, whether or not Gorba¬
chev succeeds personally.”
He said that one of the central eco¬
nomic lessons of the twentieth century
has been the economic failure of com¬
munism, as there has been little growth
of the Soviet economy in over a decade
and their gross national product is one
half the size of ours. Mitchell believes
that “the changes are an act of self-inter¬
est.” He quoted Gorbachev as calling
them “an act of survival.”
In terms of our role, Mitchell feels “it
is in our interest to encourage change
and to seek to do what we can to reinte¬
grate the Soviet economy into that of
Western nations. (We need to) encour¬
age trade.”
“Our security is not served by the
arms race. More weapons and more ac¬
curate weapons do not enhance security.
They reduce it when the other side also
has more weapons and more accurate
weapons,” Mitchell continued.
How to have “an open economy with¬
out open policies is the most difficult
question the Soviet Union will face. (If
they) open up the economy, they have
to open up their political system. (They
can)not maintain a one party system of
control,” Mitchell said.
“American policy has to be carefully
crafted to offer inducement to encourage
the reforms under way . . . The pace of
change in the economy has not kept up
with the pace of words. There is a gap
between the rhetoric and the reality of
daily life . . . The unilateral reductions
are more public relations than reality,”
added Mitchell.
He concluded his speech by saying
that the U.S. has to “deal responsibly to
encourage” more reforms. Then Mit¬
chell opened up the floor to any questions.

In response to a question about the
likelihood of Gorbachev being removed
from office, Mitchell said that “it is not
likely in the immediate future. He ap¬
pears to be well established . . . he is en¬
ormously popular personally. It is my
guess that Gorbachev is reasonably se¬
cure right now.

Star Wars
Mitchell answered a question on SDI,
Star Wars, by stating his three objec¬
tions to it. First, Star Wars would be a
direct violation of the 1972 ABM treaty.
Second, with our current budget crisis
he asked jokingly, “Where would the
money come from? Perhaps from the
same skies we are placing weapons in.”
Third and most importantly, Star Wars
has “a fundamental flaw. By definition

“Our security is not served by
the arms race. More weapons
and more accurate weapons do
not enhance security. They re¬
duce it when the other side also
has more weapons and more ac¬
curate weapons.”
the full system can never by tested.
Which president is going to entrust our
national security to a system that has
never been tested? None! . . . Star Wars
cannot succeed as originally conceived
by President Reagan. It is likely to be a
fantasy,” Mitchell contended.
After a question on the arms talks and
the INF treaty, which Mitchell heralded
as the “Soviet’s first acceptance of
asymmetrical reductions in forces,” the
topic changed to our foreign policy in El
Salvador as a result of the recent elec¬
tions in that country. Mitchell spoke of
our policy as ineffective “in part because
of the divisions or disagreements we
have at home as to what the policy
should be . . . Meaningful American
support (is needed) for the peace process
which the Central American nations
themselves have developed and are pur¬
suing ... El Salvador can not be viewed
in isolation ... I do not favor cutting
off all aid.”

Mitchell also answered a question
concerning the usurpation of presiden¬
tial prerogative by Congress in relation
to the Senate confirmation process of
presidential nominees to the Supreme
Court and to cabinet posts such as Judge
Robert Bork and John Tower. Mitchell
stated that “the president has much
greater latitude with his cabinet appoint¬
ees” because the position is only for four
years, while a position on the Supreme
Court is a lifetime appointment.
However, he noted that opinions on
what reasons the Senate can rightly use
to justify its rejection of a presidential
nominee tend to change when the other
party takes over the White House. Ac¬

cording to Mitchell, the most important
standard is: “Is the person suitable for
the position? . . . It is a difficult question
to handle in fairness to the nominee, in
fairness to the president, and in fairness
to those who conclude that the nominee
is not suitable to the position.” Mitchell
continued, “The fact is Tower should
not have been nominated.”
Mitchell felt that Congressman Dick
Cheney was qualified for the position of
Secretary of Defense. “I don’t agree
with his policies but the president has the
right to have a person who shares his
views (in that position),” he added.

■ SEE MITCHELL, PAGE 4

Questions Raised About the Propriety of
International Paper’s Actions
International Paper has been the re¬
cent subject of much controversy. On
three separate fronts, IP of Jay, Maine
is being attacked as being morally insen¬
sitive. First, the company hired perma¬
nent replacements for the workers who
went on strike, thereby leaving all the
strikers out of work. This is the criticism
of IP as “union breakers.” Second, the
Jay plant has been fined countless times
for environmental violations. This is
known as IP’s “rape Maine” attitude of
profit-making. Third, IP as a whole has
taken advantage of the South Africa
sanctions to increase profit.
Interna¬
tional Paper has increased, not stopped,
its dealings with South Africa, managing
to conceal them through a variety of
ploys.
IP brought record profits of one bil¬
lion dollars in 1987, then, “to remain
competitive,” IP told its employees that

they would have to take a large 15 per¬
cent cut in pay. The 1,200 workers re¬
fused and went on strike. Immediately,
IP hired permanent replacements for the
striking workers from as far away as Ala¬
bama through the professional striking
breaking company B.E.& K., Inc.
When the union, Local 14, called oil the
strike, almost none of the workers were
rehired. By law, a company has to hire

John Buckman
back workers as positions open. Clearly,
however, the company plans to keep the
scabs rather than rehire the striking
workers with 25-40 years experience.
Prompted by IP’s actions, Congress¬
man Brennan, at the 2nd session of the
100th
congress,
introduced
bill

H R.4552. The purpose ol the bill is “to
amend the National Labor Relations
Act to make it an unfair labor practice
for an employer to hire, or threaten to
hire, permanent replacement workers
during the first 10 weeks ol any strike.
The inexperience ol the replacement
workers coupled with the company s
“rape-Maine” attitude has led the strik¬
ing union and several environmental or¬
ganizations to scrutinize IP’s recent ac¬
tions for safety violations.
Last July in Jay some clouds of chlo¬
rine dioxide gas were emitted from IP
smokestacks. Chemists believe that a
highly toxic dioxin is formed by chlorine
dioxide when it reacts with organic “unclorinated” dioxins in wood fibers,
which are used in the production of pa¬
per. The name “dioxin” is commonly
used to refer to 2,3,7,8 tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin, or TCDD. And while no-

New World Coalition is spon¬
soring Brent Gay, the spokes¬
man for Local 14, who will
present the union’s viewpoint
on Monday, March 27th at
8pm in Chase Lounge. Inter¬
national Paper, Inc. has de¬
clined to offer a counterpoint
speaker.
body is sure of how dangerous dioxin is,
two recent studies among Air Force per¬
sonnel exposed to Agent Orange
which contains dioxin—indicate that is
more lethal than present E.P.A. stan¬
dards indicate.
During last winter, IP was plagued by
several incidents with dangerous gases.
In January, eight workers were hospital-

■ SEE IP, PAGE 4
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I P Under Fire From the Unions

■ IP, FROM PAGE 3

lzed after they accidentally concocted a
batch of poisonous hydrogen sulfide. A
week later, 112,000 gallons of chlorine
dioxide were released accidentally by a.)
inexperienced worker: half of Jay had to
be evacuated. A chlorine leak occurring
nine days later sent seven to the hospital,
with still another leak two weeks after
that.
According to the Maine Times, signifi¬
cant amounts of dioxin TCDD continue
to be flushed into the Androscoggin
river. An official state enquiry found
four more leaks, and one anhydrous am¬
monia discharge.
The state report
found that IP regularly mixes hazardous
wastes with solvents and burns the mix¬
ture. The report also found “rusting,
bulging, leaking” drums of hazardous
waste illegally stored, contaminating the
ground and the local water supply.
When the violation was discovered, IP
relabeled the drums “waste oil” and
shipped them quickly away, according
to union sources.
In a conversation with a Unitec! Paper

Worker’s
Union
representative,
1
learned that they claim to have evidence
of IP dealing with South Africa. This
goes directly against the company’s

According to the Maine Times,
significant amounts of dioxin
TCDD continue to be flushed
into the Androscoggin river.
An official state enquiry found
four more leaks, and one anhy¬
drous ammonia discharge.
claim to have entirely disinvested from
that nation.
The union evidence in¬
cludes shipments orders addressed to
South African companies.
A week later, I received in the mail
copies of each of the pieces of evidence.
Among them was a signed and stamped
complaint form from South Africa stat¬
ing: “It has been decided some lime ago

(flft QUEST

1w

REGGIE’S
AUTO SUPPLY
Open 7 days a week
516 Sabattus St.

784-7368

(at corner of Russell and Sabattus)

that for shipments to South Africa only
neutral labels, i.e, without International
Paper name should be used.” It should
be mentioned that IP has charged the
union with fabricating evidence,, al¬
though no proof of this has been re¬
leased.
Two other pieces of evidence sent by
the union were stamped invoices on IP
paper with the directive: “export to
South Africa in containers.” The con¬
nection is not merely IP exporting to
South Africa, but indicates a two-way
exchange. The fourth piece of evidence
is a photograph of a piece of kraft paper
marked “Made in South Africa.”
Bates College own 3,000 shares of In¬
ternational Paper.
Perhaps we will never know whether
IP’s dealings really violate Bates’ divest¬
ment policy, but the environmental vio¬
lations are well documented by govern¬
ment studies. IP has already been fined

considerably and faces an eleven count
complaint from Attorney General James
Tierney that could result in multi-mil¬
lion dollar penalties.

The report found that IP regu¬
larly mixes hazardous wastes
with solvents and burns the
mixture. The report also found
“rusting, bulging, leaking”
drums of hazardous waste ille¬
gally stored, contaminating the
ground and the local water
supply.
New World Coalition is sponsoring
Brent Gay, the spokesman for Local 14,
who will present the union’s viewpoint
on Monday, March 27th at 8pm in
Chase Lounge.
International Paper,
Inc. has declined to offer a counterpoint
speaker.

Majority Leader
Addresses the Issues
■ MITCHELL, FROM PAGE 3
Another question was raised concern¬
ing the sale of automatic weapons to
non-military persons. Mitchell said that
he “is not in favor of the registration of
weapons. There is no evidence that it re¬
duces violence. Maine has one of the
highest weapons counts per capita yet
Maine also has one of the lowest murder
rates . . . The test is to come up with
a distinction between machine guns and
those used for hunting. Semi-automatic

WASHINGTON

weapons can easily be converted to auto¬
matic. (The difficulty is to find) a diverse
manner of categorization with no in¬
fringement on sporting rights.”
Mitchell finished off the evening’s ses¬
sion by answering a question on the fu¬
ture of financial aid by saying that he
plans to “continue the Federal programs
providing financial assistance and will
oppose any efforts by the administration
to reduce it. I hope to bring legislation
to the floor and speak in favor of it.”
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Arts & Entertainment
Viva Jell- o- A Cool and Fruity Exhibit
cle society is an apt symbol of the Ameri¬
can culture. The Arts Society Jell-o ex¬
hibit comments on the character of
America, and its technicolor fanfare.
Jell-o seems like a solid yet, it is just wa¬
ter and powder. Jell-o, light and flaccid,
melts when the,hot lights are on.
When we were children, Jell-o was a
magical substance. It started as box of
power in the hand. When water and
time are added, the powder became al¬
most solid. The child was left to deal
with this divine intrusion.
As a pragmatic measure to get people
to attend the party, some of the Jell-o
will be spiked. Winter pontificated upon
the implications of the spiked Jell-o, “It
looks just like the Jell-o of the 50’s but it
is different. It’s the Jell-o of the eighties’Eat some more,’ they say. It looks safe
to most of us but when we eat it, we’re
drugged.” Spiked Jell-o is a perverse
mixture of the whimsical and the perni¬
cious.

by Bob Parks

Having negotiated an extra helping of
nee, I pass some curious samples of
bread on the way to the desert section of
he Common’s line. There, amid the
pies and squares lay multicolored plastic
cups which draw my attention to their
whimsical contents-is it liquid? is it
solid? . . . It’s Jell-o!
It was precisely the attraction to Jello that prompted the Bates Arts Society
to celebrate the role of this luminous and
wobbly substance in our society. The
exhibition to be held April 8 in Chase
Hall, could be called a Jell-o Party but
“It’s more of an event,” said Melissa
Friedling. Friedling, Josh Friedlander
and Alex Winter are collaborating on
the show.
I spoke with Winter in his little room
carved out of the third floor of Adams.
Winter is like a panda bear gnawing on

“I want to get everyone in¬
volved. Jell-o is a means; a
vehicle to recognize the
creative act in different
forms. Art should be for
the people. Jell-o relates to
the Physics maj’or and the
Philosophy major.”
Alex Winter, Coordinator
of the Jell-o Event
tender bamboo shoots and drinking Moxie cola in his lair filled with records,
books, and paraphernalia. He came up
with Jell-o as a common denominator
for the show. “I want to get everyone
involved. Jell-o is a means; a vehicle to
recognize the creative act in different
forms. Art should be for the people.
Jell-o relates to the Physics major and
the Philosophy major.”
Jell-o is omnipresent in our society.
Even the word “Jell-o” is like “Band
Aid” or “Coke” which is thought of
more as a noun than a brand name with
little ® attached. It has become insidi¬
ously integrated into our language.
Winter related a story about a friend

Alex Winter '89 trying to become inspired for the upcoming exhibition of Jell-o Art. Colin
Browning photo.
he was going to visit overseas.
The
Frenchman requested he bring as much
Jell-o as could fit in his suitcase. “You
see it is America in gel form. I consid¬
ered it a mission of peace from the land
of milk, honey, andjell-o.” Now, Win¬
ter has become more cynical.
Reluctant to appear pretentious, Win¬

ter simply offered, “In the 50’s, Jell-o
was an embodiment of the Big America.
We were involved in the cold war but
there was a security and optimism about
technology.
Synthesized food was in
vogue, I see that feeling coming back
with the Reagan administration.”
Jell-o as a manifestation of the specta-

So, the party on April 8 is just to
“Watch it wiggle, See it jiggle” and all
the rest?
Oh no, my gentle reader,
much, mueft more . . .
The Arts Society is working a virtual
plethora of activities for the Jell-o aficio¬
nado. Writings, photos, still-life paint¬
ings, video, sculpture, folk songs, po¬
etry, and performance art are all tenta¬
tively slated to recognize the importance
of the magic gelatin. Winter plans to
show some of his Jell-o sculpture. Jon
Simon plans to vent his bile on the sub¬
ject of Jell-o in an essay called, “Why I
Hate Jell-o”. It is the story of an ex¬
tended period of convalescence in which
all he could eat was Jell-o.
Winter said he picked Jell-o because it
was such a free medium. Creativity is
everything in an event in which there is
no creative axe—save one. Kandinski
said “Flvery age achieves a certain mea¬
sure of freedom, but beyond the bound¬
aries of its freedom the mightiest genius
can never go.” According to Winter,
Paul Rosenthal said that if anyone
throws the sticky stuff they’re going to
have to shut the show down. In other
words, the first dadaist in the room to
test Kandinski’s borders of accepted art
by throwing Jell-o will bring the event to
a grinding halt.

An Enjoyable Near Death Experience:
The Replacements Rock Colby’s Wadsworth Gym
by Chris Janak
Before I start going on about how ter¬
rific the Replacements’ show at Colby
was, 1 guess I’d better set down some of
the essentials. First, a word or two about
the Replacements, in case you’re unfa¬
miliar.
Both Musician and Rolling Stone have
called the Replacements “the last, best
band of the 1980’s.” It’s a pompous
phrase, but it might be right. Up until
1987 or so, it was definitely right. They
started out as a mutant hybrid of the Sex
Pistols, Aerosmith, Blue Oyster Cult,
and the Rolling Stones. What more
could you possibly ask for?
Eventually, they got rid of lead guitar¬
ist Bob Stinson (for excessive personal
habits. If you’re too excessive for the
Replacements, you should probably be
locked up), and slowed things down a bit
in 1987. They were still great, though.

They’re a little more in control these
days. They still drink a lot, but they
don’t go onstage ripped out of their
minds and slog through messy, unre¬
hearsed covers of 70’s radio classics any¬
more. Too bad. Now they just go on¬
stage and rip their way through their
own songs at astounding volumes.
Their newest record, Don’t Tell A Soul,
combines the traditional Replacements
sound with a new guitarist (the in con¬
trol but dead-looking Slim Dunlap) and
a slick glossy production format. There
are synthesizers on this record, if you
know what 1 mean.
I should probably define my terms.
“Rock and roll” is a phrase which has
been badly abused. In fact, apart from
“I love you,” those are probably the
three most frequently abused words in
the English language.
So, I guess 1 need to tell you what I
think “rock and roll” means before I

start talking about it. To me, rock and
roll is abrasive, loud, dangerous, and
unforgiving. It’s music which primarily
moves itself through its beat. It should
make you dance, sweat, and get ner¬
vous.

They thrashed, ripped,
and ate the song. The
crowd in front of the stage
was whipped into a frenzy.
It was beautiful.
That said, let me try to communicate
the feeling of last Saturday’s show at
Colby College’s Wadsworth gym. After
too many minutes of a terrible opening
band .called the Bristols (four women
who should be commended for trying to
play rock and roll, but deserve to be con¬
demned for being so bad at it), the Re¬

placements hit the stage and it was all
over.
They launched into “Color Me Im¬
pressed,” and the joint was immediately
plunged into a state of chaos. They
thrashed, ripped, and ate the song. The
crowd in front of the stage was whipped
into a frenzy. It was beautiful.
Perhaps another word of explanation
is in order. I was as close to the s'at e as
I could possibly have been. In a general
admission situation, this can be danger¬
ous. In this case it was life-threatening.
All around me, people were rushing the
stage, crushing themselves into a tightly
knit pack of bodies. I couldn’t breathe.
I loved it.
It actually wouldn’t have been quite
so dangerous if it hadn’t been for the
people slam dancing behind me. I was
constantly hit, poked, pulled down,
nearly trampled, etc. etc. It was great.

■ SEE REPLACEMENTS, PAGE 1 3
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WRBC Moves Ahead Despite Problems
by Jason Patenaude

Talk about trial by fire.
In the month since a new executive
board was elected for WRBC, the sta¬
tion has been down three times for tech¬
nical difficulties, the last two occurring
within forty eight hours of each other.
Equally intimidating for Erica Gold¬
smith ’90 and George Reese ’91, who
were elected as ’RBC General Manager
and Program Director respectively, is
the fact that they are replacing two ex¬
tremely successful individuals at the
helm, Scott Dalton ’89 and R. Kevin
Doyle ’89
“It’s hard,”
admits Goldsmith,
“Scott and Kevin did such a great job
that it’s going to be tough for a while
. . . especially since there have been so
many technical problems lately.”

“The equipment is old and
it’s going to break and
there is nothing anyone
can do about it. We’re
sending the transmitter out
to be cleaned, but that’s
about all we can really
do.”
-Erica Goldsmith, WRBC
General Manager
The technical problems which have
plagued ’RBC this semester center
around the station’s aging transmitter.
The transmitter itself has burnt out
twice, while connecting wires from the
transmitter to the equally aged broadcast
tower have also temporarily impeded
broadcasting in the past.
“The transmitter has been around
since 1960,” explained
Goldsmith.
“The equipment is old and it is going to
break and there is nothing anyone can
do about it. We’re sending the trans¬
mitter out to be cleaned, but that’s about
all we can really do. Transmitters are

extremely expensive . . . especially since
we hope to get a new (control) board and
a cart machine for the beginning of next
year.”
Besides replacing equipment, the new
board is pondering some format changes
in the near future. Both Goldsmith and
Reese discussed a plan to incorporate
community opinions in their format de¬
cisions.
Reese states, “I’m going to be send¬
ing a questionairre out to campus to find
out what they want to' hear, when they
listen and what I can do (to accommo¬
date their opinions). If they are reveal¬
ing, I’ll change the skeleton program¬
ming.
“My goal is to first, get more Batesies
listening to ’RBC.
I want people to
know that this is their radio station.
And second, we want the community to
think of this as a Lewiston-Auburn radio
station, because it’s that too.”
BB Goldsmith echoed Reese’s concern
for the public. “(WRBC) is not our sta¬
tion, it’s everybody’s station. It’s what
the community at large wants, not just
what we want.
“Some changes in format are tough
in part; the station pushes new music be¬
cause record companies send us free new
music records to chart. Even so, we
have a responsibility to the Lewiston and
Bates communities to play what they
want. People like the specialty shows
programs and a lot of Lewiston listeners
love the metal shows. Some of the metal
shows receive more requests than they
have time to play. I think that these is¬
sues should be implemented in the
format.”
One final challenge that Goldsmith
believcs-she must face is the fact that she
is the first female General Manager of
RBC.
“It’s tough being the first
woman. People don’t.take me seriously.
1 have to be tougher because people
don’t think that I’ll crack the whip.”
Thus, despite all the problems, the
new administration looks forward to a
progressive year. With the fresh ideas of
Goldsmith and Reese, and hopefully a
new transmitter, WRBC moves ahead.

-T——

Erica Goldsmith '90, the new General Manager of WRBC, enjoys a quiet moment with a favorite album. Colin Browning photo._

Weekly Events
Friday

A Year With Gershwin
Andrew Kaiser Performs
by Isabel Roche

George Gershwin’s Concerto in F is
playing in the background.
Andrew
Kaiser is speaking directly, yet his fin¬
gers and toes, tapping in knowing antici¬
pation of every beat, betray where his
mind would rather be: concentrating on
the music he loves. He is indeed a musi¬
cal person—even his soft British accent
seems melodious. It is not surprising
that he wants to go on to Music School,
possibly the Toronto Conservatory,
when he graduates next December.
In the mean time, he is concentrating
on his performance thesis in the Music
Department. He is the soloist in the or¬
chestra, playing Gershwin’s concerto,
one which he considers to be “one of the
greatest concerti of the twentieth
century.”
He should know. He spent last year
studying music history at Kings College
in London. He enjoyed London, where
he said “there was always a lot going on
for a musician,” but ironically couldn’t
say the same about the college’s music
program, where music studies are gen¬
erally regarded as less important in En¬
gland’s educational system.
He returned to campus in September,
and began his thesis on Gershwin. He

chose Gershwin because it “grabs you,”
and is “show-offy and fun to play.”
“Gershwin was not a technically good
composer, he never attended music
school and that is why his music changes
moods so quickly, he didn’t know how
to compose on a large scale. Neverthe¬
less, he is the man who incorporated jazz
into the classical tradition and put it on
a concert stage.”
Kaiser was less enthused with the
written portion of his thesis, an intellec¬
tual analysis of the music. “I don’t con¬
sider that useful, but I managed to write
a lot of intellectual garbage about it any¬
way. The real meaning is in the im¬
agery and emotional sensitivity of the
piece.”
Kaiser receives nothing but praise
from Associate Professor of music Wil¬
liam Matthews. “Andrew is a good mu¬
sician, an expressive, thoughtful per¬
former. He plays the piece well. ’' Mat¬
thews also loves Gershwin’s Concerto in
F, calling it “a flamboyant, grand piece
where Gershwin synthesizes the jazz and
concert music of the time.”
My conversation with Andrew has
ended, and he surrenders to the music
which is still playing. It seems as if he is
deep in thought. Well, he still has one
more thing to say: “Tell everyone to
come.”
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7 pm Hollywood Shuffle, sponsored by the
Filmboard. $1 Filene Room Additional
showings Saturday and Sunday, 7pm.

8pm Coffeehouse, sponsored by the Bates
Environmental Committee, to benefit
whales. Chase Lounge

Tuesday
12:30pm
Noonday Concert, the Bates
Early Music Group, with a program of
vocal music, including 16th c. Italian
madrigals and a mass by Spanish com¬
poser Tomas victoria. Olin Concert Hall
Free

Wednesday

Saturday
8pm The Bates College Community Orches¬
tra, performing Gershwin’s Piano Con¬
certo with soloist Andrew Kaiser, Bee¬
thoven’s Symphony No. 4 and other
works. Directed by Associate Professor
of music William Matthews. Olin Con¬
cert Hall Free Additional performance
on Saturday, 8pm.

9pm Pub, with Erick Sinclair. Spon¬
sored by CHC. $1.50, sold outside
Commons. Chase Lounge

Monday
7:30pm Christopher Ricks, professor of
English at Boston University, on Samuel
Becket and Death. Olin Concert Hall Free
8pm Bagdad Cafe, a comedy of friend¬
ship between two opposite women.
From Percy Adlon, the director of Sugar
Baby. Sponsored by Bates German
Films. In English, 1988, 91 minutes.
Olin 104 Free

8:30pm
National Outdoor Leadership
School, lecture by Randy Zuckerman, a
NOLS instructor, information and
video of summer and semester pro¬
grams. Sponsored by Bates Outing
Club. Skelton Lounge

Thursday
7:30pm Bates Jazz Band, directed by
Mark Manduca of Bates’ applied music
faculty. Olin Concert Hall Free
8pm
Dance Production, the Modern
Dance Company performs Program A
of Dancers Be Not Still, its annual two-part
spring show, directed by Lecturer in
dance Marcy Plavin. $4/$2 call 7866161 for reservations. Program A also
performed on Sunday at 2pm; Program
B performed Friday and Sunday at
8pm.

April 7 and 8
8pm Ram Island Dance, performance of
the Second Annual Maine College
Dance Festival, sponsored by the Maine
Dance Consortium. Presented by stu¬
dents and instructors of participating
colleges. $6/$4 Ram Island Dance, 25A
Forest Ave., Portland call 773-2562 for
info

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

The Oscars: The Politics of Picking the Prize
Predicting the Oscars.
It almost
seems like a redundant task. After all,
did anyone walk out of Rain Man not be¬
lieving that Hoffman was going to win
an Academy Award? I (like twenty mil¬
lion other Americans) thought he would,
so I guess I’m qualified.
Predicting the Oscars basically re¬
quires a better knowledge of politics
than of film. Oscar favorites are gener¬
ally either (a.) likeable old people who
have been shafted in the past (ie. Peter

BEST SUPPORTING
ACTOR:
Obi Wan

Wins an Oscar

Alec Guiness (Little Dorrit) is this year’s
recipient of what I call the Henry Fonda
Award for great actors who have been
neglected in the past because of Acad¬
emy politics. Like Fonda in On Golden
Pond, Peter O’Toole in My Favorite Year,

the Academy wants to give her a statue.
However, Geena Davis of The Accidental
Tourist fits the trendy “new” actress that
the Academy often likes to honor to
show that they are not as stiff as the tro¬
phies they award. My counterpart “in
da movie review bidness”, Anthony
Miller, claims that Davis will get the
nod, but I have to go with Weaver. The
Academy may like to look progressive,

Jason Patenaude

I may
not be
the most quali¬
fied person for this job: I’m sure Nostra¬
damus or one of those twenty million
other Americans would agree with me,
but I think I can match the Academy.
Does that mean I get an Oscar too?

O’Toole, Paul Newman), (b.) popular
young people who make the Academy
feel hip for picking them (ie. Cher,
Robin Williams) or (c.) universally re¬
spected actors who are nominated to in¬
sure credibility for the awards (ie. Wil¬
liam Hurt, Meryl Streep, or Jack Ni¬
cholson).
Strong performances are
occasionally helpful when one wants to
win an Oscar, but, as in the elections,
performance is secondary to political likability.
So, thus,I now boldly strike forth with
the actors and films that the Academy is
going to pick for the 1988 Oscars. (Drumroll • • • )

I

1988 Oscar Nominees
Best Picture
Ram Man
Mississippi Burning
Dangerous Liaisons
Working Girl
The Accidental Tourist
4FBest Actress
Glenn Close (Dangerous Liaisons)
Meryl Streep (A Cry in the Dark)
Jodie Foster (The Accused)
Melanie Griffith (Working Girl)
Sigourney Weaver (Gorillas in the
Mist)

BEST PICTURE:
The Tale of the Coat Tail
As usual, best picture has the most pre¬
dictable list of nominees. There’s the to¬
ken comedy (Working Girl), the contro¬
versial/ political film (Mississippi Burn¬
ing), the foreign-type film (even though
this one’s actually American) Dangerous
Liaisons, and two feel good films, Rain
Man and The Accidental Tourist. Also as
usual, the winner is easy to pick. Danger¬
ous Liaisons (since it is still in theaters),
is the hottest of the nominees, but the
Academy will find this wonderfully
nasty, vengeful film repulsive when
compared with the poignant cuteness of
Raymond and Charlie Babbitt. The coat
tail effect created by Dustin Hoffman’s
performance will allow Rain Man to take
the big prize.

★ Best Actor
Edward James Olmos (Stand & De¬
liver)
Max Von Sydow (Pelle the Con¬
queror)
Dustin Hoffman (Rain Man)
Tom Hanks (Big)
Gene
Hackman
(Mississippi
Burning)
♦Rest Supporting Actress
Sigourney Weaver (Working Girl)
Joan Cusack (Working Girl)
Geena Davis ( The Accidental Tourist)
Frances Me Dormand (Mississippi
Burning)
Michelle Pfeifer (Dangerous Liaisons)

BEST ACTOR:
K-Mart Sucks But You Don’t, Dustin
As stated earlier, no contest on this one.
The biggest surprises in this category
were the exclusions. Perpetual golden
boy of the Oscars William Hurt had a
three year string broken when he wasn’t
nominated for his excellent performance
as Macon Leary in The Accidental Tourist,
and both Tom Cruise (Rain Man) and
John Malkovich (Dangerous Liaisons)
were shafted while their larger name costars (Hoffnman and Glenn Close) were
nominated. Choosing to nominate the
schmaltzy performance of Tom Hanks
over either of these two fine perform¬
ances, while not out of character with
the Academy, is still disappointing.

♦best Supporting Actor
Alec Guiness (Little Dorrit)
Martin Landau (Tucker: The Man
and His Dream)
River Phoenix (Running on Empty)
Dean Stockwell (Married to the Mob)
Kevin Klein (A Fish Called Wanda)
♦ Best Director
Martin Scorcese (The Last Tempta¬
tion of Christ)
Charles Chrichton (A Fish Called
Wanda)
Alan Parker (Mississippi Burning)
Barry Levinson (Rain Man)
Mike Nichols (Working Girl)_

BEST ACTRESS:
A Not-so-Close Call
Glenn Close (Dangerous Liaisons) will win
this year’s Best Actress award because
she lost last year for Fatal Attraction. The
fact that she was excellent as the manip¬
ulative Marquise de Merteuil only
makes this payback award more legiti¬
mate. A look at the caliber of her com¬
petition (Melanie Griffith? Why not Su¬
san Sarandon? Come to think ol it, why
not Bull Durham instead of Working Girl
altogether??), makes her even more of a
sure thing. The only two people with a
chance are Jodi Foster for her extremely
powerful performance in The Accused,
and that Oscar workhorse herself, Meryl
Streep (A Cry in the Dark), but I think the
Marquise will wrangle one more con¬
quest before she finishes up.

these films will win. Scorcese’s human¬
istic portrayal of Christ may be okay to
nominate, but it’s too controversial to
win. Mississippi Burning on the other
hand will not take the prize because, as
someone once told me, the FBI. who
are herbically portrayed in this film
about racism in the ’60’s, were actually
rivaled only by the Klan in racist activit¬
ies. Both are far too risky for the Acad¬
emy, especially when a nice film with a
positive and informative message on au¬
tism is also up for the nomination.
Barry Levinson (Rain Man) had better
thank Dustin in his speech.
So there they are.

and Paul Newman in The Color of Money,
the Academy has basically been waiting
for Guiness to do a movie that doesn’t
have lightsabres in it so that they can
make up for past mistakes. He’s the
sentimental favorite and that’s normally
a lock in the Academy.

BEST SUPPORTING
ACTRESS:
Sigourney Works Her Way to an Award
This is a tough one. There are two ac¬
tresses in this particular category who
seem tailor made to win the prize: Si¬
gourney Weaver is the only actress who
is nominated for two films, Gorillas in the
Mist as Best Actress and Working Girl in
this category, so it seems reasonable that

but I think they’re more concerned with
not looking silly. Nominating an actress
twice and not giving her anything would
definitely look silly.

BEST DIRECTOR:
Barry Buries the Rest
This year the Oscar statuette should
have a much bigger nose so as to more
closely resemble Dustin Hoffman (the
Oscar and the actor are already about
the same height), the man who will dom¬
inate this year’s awards. In a slightly
risque choice, the Academy has nomi¬
nated (count ’em) two controversial di¬
rectors, Alan Parker (Mississippi Burning)
and Martin Scorcese (The Last Tempta¬
tion of Christ). Unfortunately, neither of

S.A.R.L
Sexual Assault Response Line
Students Helping Students

TOTALLY
CONFIDENTIAL
Wed. TO p.m.
thru
Mon. 10 a.m.
If you need to talk,
Call 795-3847
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Bates Baseball: The Boys Of Short Term
by Emanuel Merisotis

If the snow melts in Boston, the Bates
Baseball Team will open up its season at
Babson College today. The Bobcats will
have a lot of work to do if they want to
equal the 13-3 record that last year’s
squad produced. Hopefully the weather
will cooperate better than last year and
all 23 games in this year’s schedule will
be played.
Coach Chick Leahey will rely on
eleven returning letter winners from last
year’s season to set a base for the team.
Leahey calls these players a ‘ ‘real strong
nucleus,” that will provide “good ex¬
perience,” and who have a “taste of
success.”
There was a strong crop of freshmen
for Leahey to pick from in tryouts this
year. Unfortunately for these freshmen,
there were so many returning veterans
that they had to compete with. Eight
freshmen are members of the team and
Leahey is looking for them to be active
contributors to the team, noting that
they are an “important part of the fu¬
ture.”
Leahey will be missing the services of
three key players from last year’s team.
Dennis Gromelski, the workhorse of the
pitching staff, Chris Hickey, the power¬
house of the batting order, and Bobby
Price, a consistent fielder and excellent
batter.
Junior Ed Travers, who put together
a 4-2 record last season, will be counted
on to carry the pitching staff. “Ed is our
#1 person,” claims Coach Leahey who
hopes Travers will be able to produce
this season.
In addition junior Pete Doucette, who
Leahey is very confident about, will step
into the number two position. Sopho¬
more Rick Landry, the only lefty on the
staff (actually the only southpaw on the
entire team), will do a good amount of
pitching. Rounding out the pitching
staff will be freshmen Brad Adams and
Chris Ryder, ?md junior Sean Collips.
Senior Co-Captain Jared Schott will also
get the nod for short relief, acting as
Bates’ stopper.

The men's baseball team prepares for the spring season in the cage. Steve Peters photo.

Catching for the Bobcat pitching staff
is pretty secure. Leahey considers his
team “solid behind the plate.” Junior
Mark Clizbe, who got the majority of
starts last season and junior Bob Whitley
will share duties behind the plate, possi¬
bly platooning.
In the field Bates is coming off their
second best defensive year ever and are
looking to be just as solid this year. All
positions in the field are secured except
for left field, the position left open by
Chris Hickey. Unfortunately, sopho¬
more Peter Carr, a possible replacement
in left is out with a wrist injury.
The other two starters in the outfield
will be juniors Gary Abbagnaro in right

and Bobby Mischler in center. Both
players will be strong contributors with
the bat and the glove, each committing
only one error last season.
In the infield the Bobcats will send
Jared Schott to first, Jeremy Chase ’91
to second, Troy Murphy ’90 to short
and Joe Heathco ’90 to third.
The Bobcats schedule is going to be
much more challenging then last year.
Bates will be going up against more
NESCAC schools than in the past.
Tufts, Williams, Trinity and Wesleyan
will round out a tough NESCAC
schedule.
Unlike most of their competitors, the
Bobcats don’t make a trip to Florida in

the spring. Coach Leahey doesn’t see
this as a disadvantage, noting that be¬
fore Bates instituted short term they
used to go to Florida and it didn’t make
much of a difference. In fact, Leahey
would rather not send his team to Flor¬
ida because the fierce Competition,
mostly against Division I schools would
put a lot of loses on their record, demor¬
alizing the team and hurting their
chances for post season play.
In general Coach Leahey is waiting
with “eager anticipation,” for the base¬
ball season. Even after 35 years of coach¬
ing, he still gets excited when the time
comes to once again participate in what
he feels is truly “America’s past time.”

From Dunks, To Flunks, To Hunks Of Money
The N.C.A.A. recently came up with
Proposition 42. This, if put into effect,
would prevent anyone who could not
score a 700 or better on the S.A.T. (or
a comparable score on the A.C.T.) from
participating in an intercollegiate varsity
sport. Period.
When proposed, it drew immediate
criticism from, among others, George¬
town Head Coach John Thompson, who
claimed it was racist and discriminated
against poor people. Now while the rac¬
ist claim seems racist in its own right (is
he saying that blacks necessarily do
worse on S.A.T.’s than whites?), there
is some basis to the poverty argument;
there is a correlation between socio-eco¬
nomic environment and S.A.T. scores,
But at the same time, how hard is it to
score a 700 combined? This brings us to
an even bigger question; just who are
these colleges letting in?
To start with, let’s look at George¬
town. How many American born non¬
athletes with sub 700 scores attend
Georgetown. Zero. For the George¬
town administration to allow some of
Thompson’s players to enroll is a trav¬
esty, for it is denying qualified students

the chance to enroll. Instead, George¬
town has to create special remedial
classes just so these athletes can stay aca¬
demically eligible.
Now while these often underprivi¬
leged students are being given the op¬
portunity to attend one of the nation’s
best schools, it seems as though the
whole point of an admissions office, to
select the most qualified student body
possible, is just being thrown out the
door. These athletes are not qualified to
attend Georgetown. If they had to go
through a normal admissions procedure,
there is no way that most of these ath¬
letes would be accepted. Yet, because
they excel at basketball, they are allowed
in.
By no means are the top schools the
only offenders, however. On the con¬
trary, the worst offenders are the lesser
schools, who feel that because their stu¬
dent body is, in general, not as academi¬
cally gifted, they can let anybody in. At
the University of Nevada-Las Vegas,
the administration allows Head Basket¬
ball Coach Jerry Tarkanian to recruit
individuals who are in reform school.
At North Carolina State, if a starter
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commits a crime it’s “same old story,”
while if a starter graduates it is publicly
noted. All over the country, students
who have no place in an accredited four
year college are being given full scholar¬
ships to attend these schools. Why? Be¬
cause a successful basketball program
means big dollars for the school.

Jon Zieff
Many schools will therefore stop at
nothing for a successful program. In the
process, they allow coaches (and the
players once they enroll) to get away
with anything, as long as they produce
victories.
Unfortunately, one of the side effects
of this “win at any cost” attitude is that
exceptional high school athletes can get
away with doing little work, learn even
less, and still get into a major college.
While Proposition 48 (which is now an
N.C.A.A. bylaw) prohibits a student
from playing a varsity sport his or her
freshmen year if they do not score 700
or better, it still allows an athlete to play
sophomore through senior years.

Therefore, it leaves the high school
superstar with the following choice: four
years of work in high school, or one year
of abstinence from varsity athletics. For
many athletes, the decision is an easy
one.
This is where Proposition 42 comes
into play. It forces the athlete to actually
have to learn something in high school;
even if the high school gives the athlete
special treatment, this proposition will
force the athlete to be a student-athlete.
He or she will have to learn “the three
R’s,” the basis of all education. This
may even lead him or her to take an in¬
terest in academics. But even if it does
not, it is making sure that this person is
provided with the education they need.
This brings us to the question of dis¬
crimination. Is this minimum score level
discriminatory? Now while the high
schools in underprivileged areas are
often poor, at any high school in this
country it is possible to learn enough to
get a 700 or above on the S.A.T.’s.
You receive 510 points just for filling
in your name. Therefore, one need only
answer approximately 6 math questions
■ SEE ZIEFF, PAGE 9
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The Invisible Hand In The Sports World
It really started back in September, as
the boring and uncharismatic Dodgers
were somehow sweeping their way
through the baseball playoffs.
After
what had been a rather uneventful year,
including a pennant chase without any
significant division races, baseball con¬
cluded its season with the weakest and
least interesting team capturing the
World Series.
Watching the Dodgers win was bad
enough. But having to suffer as both the
Mets and Red Sox embarrassed them¬
selves in their own Championship Series
just added insult to injury. In the end, it
seemed as if no one outside of California
really cared who won the World Series.

Professional football picked up where
baseball left off, providing us with a sea¬
son of surprise teams and results which
people claimed attested to the balance
and competitiveness of the league.

Mark Mandel
That’s funny because I thought that the
new balance made the game unexciting,
unpredictable, and, most of the time,
not very interesting.
The Cowboys won only three games
leading to the dismissal of Tom Landry,

while Denver and Washington, last
year’s Super Bowl teams, failed to even
make the playoffs. The best clubs dur¬
ing the season were from Cincinnati,
Buffalo, Houston and Philadelphia. I’m
sorry, but who really rooted (or claimed
to care) for these teams?
Professional basketball hasn’t fared
much better thus far. The Celtics are
Bird-less and struggling, the Lakers are
carrying Kareem into retirement, and
the best team in the league is the Cleve¬
land Cavaliers. Even the All-Star game
was devoid of its usual Magic.
The world of sports seems to be going
through quite a transition. College foot¬
ball has been recognized more for the

Tennis Ready To Serve Up Season
by Becky Farr
Bates Tennis Coach George Wigton is
excited for the upcoming tennis season.
While Wigton doesn’t expect to top last
year’s accomplishments, which he titled
“the best ever”, he does look forward to
the new season with optimism.
Wigton feels that the team this year is
strong with a lot of depth. He has sixteen
athletes to chose from for match play.
Coach Wigton is looking forward to
another first at the State Tournament
and plans to make a good showing at the
NESCAC Tournament. He stated with
confidence that they wouldn’t “clean
up” again this year, but they will do
very well.
Their record last season was 10-1,
their only loss going to Brandeis. The
schedule for this year includes Brandeis
and three other schools which were
ranked in the top ten for Division III.
However, Coach Wigton feels that Bates

will hold their own and much more “if
we go into every match ready to play.”
The team’s top player this year is Paul
Gastonguay from Lewiston, Maine .
Paul is a senior co-captain this year and
in his four years at Bates he has done
nothing but make the coach proud.
Upon graduation, Wigton predicts Paul
will have broken every record ever set at
Bates. Most of the records were previ¬
ously held by Bud Shultz who proceeded
to go professional after graduating from
Bates. Paul goes into this season ranked
twentieth in the nation (he has been
ranked higher in the past and will prob¬
ably rise in the standings over the course
of this season.)
Other principle contributors this sea¬
son should include senior co-captain
Cliff Yu, Jim Fralick ’90, Wayne Skeen
’90, Blair Tuttle ’91, and Rob St. Jean
’90. Tuttle is a transfer student as of
January and it appears as if he will be a

strong asset to the Bates team. However,
coach Wigton emphasizes that playing
ladders and doubles combinations are
not definite. Things will change as the
year goes on.
Gastonguay was one of the top com¬
petitors in the Bates Invitational this
past weekend in Merrill Gym. The com¬
petition is always top notch, this year
four of the top ten Division III players
competed. Gastonguay has made the fi¬
nals each of his four years at Bates and
won the tournament twice. This year’s
winner was a Division I competitor who
pushed Gastonguay into the number
two position.
Coach Wigton has a positive outlook
and the team members have been work¬
ing hard. They have a long season ahead
of them (from March 18 to May 12) but
if they keep up the attitude and the hard
work, it should be a positive and produc¬
tive year for the Bobcats.

Every Rose Has Its Thorn:

Charlie The Hustler
Despite the fact that it snowed this
week, spring is in the air. Not because
it’s warm, not because the flowers are
blooming, not because finals are ap¬
proaching, spring is in the air because
Exhibition League baseball is in full
swing.
All winter we baseball fans have been
trying to satisfy our hunger that can only
be truly satisfied by a good baseball
game. We’ve tried football and basket¬
ball, even hockey but while they’re en¬
joyable they’re poor substitutes for the
best game around.
I only wish the newspapers could be
filled with stories about what was going
on in spring training. Instead we have to
listen to story after story about the latest
scandal in baseball. We are all aware of
the travesties of Mr. Wade Boggs. By
now we’re all sick of the whole affair and
are ready for a change.
It’s a shame that the big scandal that
has replaced the Boggs-Adams affair is
much worse in its relevance to, and its
possible impact on baseball.
I’m of course referring to the recent
scandal over Pete Rose. The Cincinatti
manager is now coming under accusa¬
tions that his well known gambling habit
has extended beyond lawful boundaries
into baseball games that his team is in¬
volved with.
While Out Going Commissioner
Ueberroth and In Coming Commis¬
sioner Giamati claim that an investiga¬
tion is in process the rest of baseball has

been taken aback. We all sit and watch
in awe as a foundation of modern base¬
ball crumbles before us.
Pete Rose, the symbol of what a base¬
ball player should be, is accused of one
of the biggest crimes one can commit.
Whether you love him or hate him
everyone respects “Charlie Hustle.” He
proved to everyone that through hard
work you can become a great baseball
player.
Immediately when you hear baseball
and gambling you think Chicago Black
Sox. You get the image from Eight Men
Out (the movie every baseball fan must
see) when the little boy comes up to
Shoeless Joe Jackson and says “say it
ain’t so, Joe.”

Rose was a true baseball hero. He was
someone that little kids could look up to
and idolize. How could he ruin this
trust? He obviously has a love for the
game, how could he do something with
such potential for harm for the game.
The Black Sox incident almost ruined
baseball. It took a real hero like Babe
Ruth to put respectability back into the
game and bring popularity back after
the fans had been so violated.
Hopefully for baseball this incident
won’t turn out as large. If it’s true it was
a dumb thing for Rose to do. There is
talk that not only will he be kicked out
of baseball, but that he will also be not
allowed entrance into the Hall Of Fame.
A large price to pay for a man who
worked hard for such an honor.

Emanuel Merisotis
There is, however a large difference
between Shoeless Joe and Pete Rose, if
Rose is guilty, since Jackson was an in¬
nocent victim. How could Rose do
something like this to baseball? It
amazes me how stupid some people can
become when money becomes involved.
When the scandal in Chicago hap¬
pened there were real heroes in baseball.
Eight Men Out portrays the players as real
people living in real neighborhoods asso¬
ciating with real people. The closeness
between fans and players was enough to
really emphasize the betrayal involved.

Research
saves lives.
American Heart
Association
WERE FIGHTING FOR
VOURUFE

performance of its players off the field,
rather than what was accomplished dur¬
ing the season. Professional hockey was
rocked by the Trade, which removed
Wayne Gretzky from Edmonton for a
couple of players and a lot of cash, prov¬
ing that business may indeed be the
most important motivation behind
sports.
Steffi Graf is beginning to make wom¬
en’s tennis pretty boring, while it seems
like the next great American player, An¬
dre Agassi, is just another John
McEnroe. Even golf has been pretty
unexciting this year - what happened to
those colorful golfers like Fuzzy Zoeller?
Likewise, the Summer Olympics were
pretty disappointing, especially for Ben
Johnson.
In general, the sports world has not
been doing too well for itself lately. The
University of Oklahoma, Margo Ad¬
ams, and steroids just add unwanted
controversy to the blandness that all
sports seem to be suffering through.
Yet, there is reason to believe that all
hope is not lost. For, in this time of de¬
spair, one can find a small slice of proof
that Someone is still looking out for us.
No matter how many more contro¬
versies, drug indictments, contract talks,
or obnoxious agents trespass on what
was once the sheltered environment of
sports, wc need not despair. It does not
matter that the Red Sox disappointed
their fans again, and it is no big deal that
all of the Canadian Olympic team may
have been on steroids, because we can
have faith that our best interests are still
being watched over.
You see, we must not forget that No¬
tre Dame won the national champion¬
ship in college football this year, and, no
matter how bad things get, we can still
take solace in this one simple thought.
Because Notre Dame football, in the tra¬
dition of Knute Rockne and the Gipper,
prevailed this year, we have reason not
to worry.
Someone still must be concerned, and
as long as They are watching out for
Notre Dame, we must believe that
everything is still all right.

Dunks

■ ZIEFF, FROM PAGE 8

and 9 verbal questions (out of over 125
total questions). In addition, these first
10 to 15 questions usually involve very
basic math and very simple words.
Therefore, failing to score above a 700
indicates either a complete lack of effort,
or a learning disability.
It is the latter that leads me to believe
that one qualification needs to be made
in the proposition. Often times, learning
disabilities are not detected until the stu¬
dent reaches college if at all. I feel, there¬
fore, that if an athlete fails to score 700
while in high school, he or she should be
allowed to take an unaimed S.A.T. at
the end of his or her freshman, sopho¬
more, or junior years. If the athlete
scores 700 or above, they should be rein¬
stated. If not, they should remain ineli¬
gible. This would give the learning dis¬
abled athlete the chance to overcome the
disability, and not be too severely pun¬
ished.
It would also give the athlete that did
not learn enough in high school the
chance to gain a better education in col¬
lege; if they had no chance to play var¬
sity sports at all, many of these students
would forgo their college educations to
enter the work force, or simply “hang¬
out.” With this modification, these ath¬
letes would still have some reason to stay
in school, and an opportunity to gain an
education.
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FOCUS: FINANCES AT BATES

More Regulations and Expenses Responsible
for Rise in Bates’ Comprehensive Fee
by Andrew Abraham

The increase of $1,645 in Bates’ com¬
prehensive fee for tuition, room and
board this year marks a 9.8 percent rise
over last year’s price of $16,785 and
brings next year’s total fee to $18,430.
This year’s increase is the largest in¬
crease since 1986 when the comprehen¬
sive fee rose by 10.8 percent to $14,600.
Yet, even that falls far less than the 2.0
percent increase in 1981 when the fee
went from $7,500 to $9,000.
The never ending increases the in the
operational budget are due largely to
factors outside of Bates’ control. Bates
can do little to prevent them, Bernard
Carpenter, treasurer and vice president
for financial affairs, said.
The growth in this year’s fee is due
to an 11 percent rise in the operational
budget. Only 9.8 percent of that is re¬
flected in the comprehensive fee because
the endowment and gifts will cover the
other 1.2 percent.
The coming year’s comprehensive fee
is determined after all other types of rev¬
enue (gifts, grants, auxiliary enterprises,
and investment income) are accounted
for. “After we know all the expenses
that we can’t justify less than (spend¬
ing), and once we figure out the short
fall between all other revenues and these
expenses, then that difference is divided
by the number of students we expect to
be here,” Carpenter explained. “We
try like the devil to keep that cost
down,” he added.
Causes of the increase

Among the factors influencing ex¬
penses and outside of Bates’ control are
wages, which have to go up to keep pace
with inflation and the cost of living.
Considering the college employs about
650 people, even a small wage increase
translates into a considerable amount for
the college.
Also this year Bates was hit hard by
legislation in both Washington and Au¬
gusta. New legislation regarding work¬

Increase in Comprehensive Fee
Year

Comprehensive Fee

1960-61
1970-71
1979- 80
1980- 81
1981- 82
1982- 83
1983- 84
1984- 85
1985- 86
1986- 87
1987- 88
1988- 89
1989- 90

$ 2,015
3,425
6,385
7,500
9,000
10.500
11.500

12,200
13,180
14,600
15,635
16,785
18,430

men’s compensation, hazardous waste
control, and retirement standardization
all have ended up costing the college
more money than last year. In short, it
will cost Bates extra money to comply
with both state and federal regulations.
Carpenter also pointed to the incredi¬
ble rise in the cost of health care. The
Employee Health Program, run by Blue
Cross and Blue Shield, is going up each
year. The Student Health Insurance
policy, which is part of the premium fee,
is also going up, Carpenter said. These
are costs which the college cannot con¬
trol but must bear.
The increases in the comprehensive
fee are also a result of the college’s small
endowment. As of last summer Bates’
endowment was only $53.6 million.
Bowdoin College, meanwhile, has an
endowment of $160 million and Middlebury College’s is over $200 million.
These schools have more money in or¬
der to increase the quality of education

Increase

% Increase

$1,410
2,960
1,115
1,500
1,500
1,000
700
980
1,420
1,035
1,150
1,645

7.0%
8.6
1.7
2.0
1.7
9.5
6.1
8.0
10.8
7.1
7.3
9.8

while keeping tuition down. Bates does
not have the resources to keep up with
these schools plus keep tuition down.
Bates’ only alternative has been to raise
its fee in order to maintain its high qual¬
ity of education.
Bates’ stocks

Carpenter expressed optimism about
the growth of the college’s endowment,
much of which is invested in stocks.
While it is not as large as he would like
it, it has been growing at a steady rate.
The endowment lost $6,000,000 in the
Stock Market crash in October, 1987,
but it has recovered $4,000,000 since
then.
Bates’ stock portfolio which is handled
by the Chancellor Investment Company
and all decisions about its investments
are made by a committee of experts.
Carpenter feels they do an excellent job
and expressed confidence in Bates’ port¬

folio, which includes holdings in Apple
Computer, Inc., General Electric Co.,
Walt Disney Co., Commonwealth Edi¬
son Co., Atlantic Richfield Co., IBM
Corporation, McDonalds Corporation,
Morton Thiokol, Inc., and the Scott Pa¬
per Company.

The Employee Health Pro¬
gram, run by Blue Cross and
Blue Shield, is going up each
year. The Student Health In¬
surance policy, which is part of
the premium fee, is also going
up. These are costs which the
college cannot control but must
bear.
After the stock market crash in Octo¬
ber, 1987, the committee decided not to
make any changes in Bates’ portfolio. It
had confidence that the stocks would re¬
cover. So far, the confidence has proven
justified as $4,000,000 has been recov¬
ered since then.
In the future, Carpenter cannot fore¬
see a year without any increase, al¬
though hopefully, it will not be of this
magnitude.

Tuition Increases
Beyond Bates
College

Amherst
Bates
Bowdoin
Carleton
Colby
Hamilton
Haverford
Oberlin
Swarthmore
Wesleyan

Comprehensive

Fee
$17,979
$18,430
$18,980
$16,950
$18,990
$18,200
$18,458
$18,835
$19,305
$19,450

%
Increase

6.7%
9.8%
12.0%
11.3%
10.7%
12.0%
8.1%

8.5%
8.5%
8.0%

Most of Financial Aid From Endowment
40% of Students Receive Financial Aid
by Sean Andrews

Financial Aid Received by Students
Bates’ recent tuition increase makes
financial aid an even greater necessity
for students who find Bates’ price tag al¬
ready intimidating.
About 40 percent of Bates’ students
receive direct scholarship assistance, ac¬
cording to Leigh Campbell, director of
financial aid. Another 20 percent of stu¬
dents receive loans or do work/study to
meet the ever increasing costs of Bates.
The average financial aid package at
Bates is around $10,000, with roughly
$7,000 of that being provided by grants
according to Campbell. Roughly 4 mil¬
lion dollars in grant assistance was avail¬
able for eligible students this past year,
Campbell said.
While Bates’ grant assistance comes
from the college’s endowment, the fed¬
eral government and the state level, the
largest portion of financial aid funds is
supplied by the college’s endowment.
Campbell noted that “of the grants
(Bates) administers, only slightly more
than ten percent are federally funded.”
“We wish we had additional assis¬
tance,” said Campbell, who admitted
that it is difficult for the financial aid of¬
fice to fill every student’s full ne^d. Yef,
he noted that there has been an increase

Years

Financial Aid

1960-61 $ 100,061
1970-71
502,209
1979- 80 1,131,131
1980- 81 1,617,113
1981- 82 1,949,738
1982- 83 2,272,070
1983- 84 2,449,279
1984- 85 2,863,906
1985- 86 3,255,476
1986- 87 3,711,269
1987- 88 4,232,913
in the amount of available funding ow¬
ing to President Reynolds’s efforts to in¬
crease Bates’ endowment, especially
over the past decade.
The percentage of students at Bates
who receive financial aid is higher than
that at most of Bates’ sister institutions
in the Northeast. Campbell noted that
in previous years the percentage of stu¬
dents at Bates receiving aid has been two
to three percent higher than at other
comparable liberal-arts institutions.
Bates’ scholarship aid is based solely
on financial need as determined by a set
formula. Campbell remarked that there

is “no minimum or maximum cut-off
point for receiving financial aid.” But

The average financial aid pack¬
age at Bates is around $10,000,
with roughly $7,000 of that be¬
ing provided by grants accord¬
ing to Campbell. Roughly 4
million dollars in grant assist¬
ance was available for eligible
students this past year.
each student must supply certain infor¬
mation, such as the College Scholarship
Service form and Bates Financial Aid
Form, as well as a copy of their parents’
federal income tax forms. That data is
plugged into the set formula which ana¬
lyzes it, taking into account variables
concerning a student’s financial situa¬
tion, and decides the amount of assist¬
ance that a student should receive.
This is the only fair way, Campbell
pointed out, because the financial aid of¬
fice has “no right to judge academic per¬
formance or extracurricular activities.”
Work/Study

The other recourse for students, if
grant assistance does not meet enough of

the costs of college, is work/study. This
widely used form of financial aid is both
federally funded and augmented by
Bates. All students who are eligible for
grant assistance are expected to hold a
job and are given the possibility of earn¬
ing up to $1,000 on work/study. Most
college jobs on campus earn minimum
wage, or $3.35 per hour. The few ex¬
ceptions, like athletic trainers, earn
slightly more.
Bates pays just the minimum wage
and Campbell admits that “many
schools pay more than that.” The busi¬
ness office is the portion of the adminis¬
tration which holds the responsibility for
setting the pay rate for work/study posi¬
tions.
Six to ten hours per week are nor¬
mally expected from students perform¬
ing work-study positions. Campus jobs
include everything from concierge duty
to teaching assisting positions, from stu¬
dent janitors and dining hall workers to
computer assistants. Ladd Library is
the primary employer of work-study stu¬
dents.
At this point Campbell said he is un¬
able to access the effect the tuition in¬
crease will have upon individual studen¬
t’s aid, and will have to wait until he re¬
ceives FAF’s to determine the impact.
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Bates’ Endowment: Small But Growing Fast
by Kim Gamel
The fact is that tuition is high and it is
climbing annually at a steady pace. “If
there’s any myth to dispel (among stu¬
dents) it is that tuition covers all costs,”
said George Kendrick, of the develop¬
ment office.
The comprehensive fee that students
pay covers only about 85 percent of the
total $28 million cost of running the col¬
lege. The other 15 percent must be cov¬
ered by money raised by such sources as
government grants, the college’s “auxil¬
iary enterprises” (e.g. the college store
and the Den), and the college’s endow¬
ment.
Most important of all of these sources
is the endowment, which is built up of
funds from alumni, bequests and the
previously invested endowment funds.
The larger an endowment, the smaller
the portion of the operational costs each
student must pay for.
Unfortunately, until recently Bates
alumni did not generally contribute to
an endowment fund. As a result Bates
has a surprisingly small endowment for
its status. As of June 30, 1988 Bates’
endowment was only $53,600,000.
Bowdoin College, on the other hand,
has an endowment of $160,000,000 and
Middlebury College has one over
$200,000,000.
Bates’ Alumni Fund
Bates’ alumni fund, which originated
in 1947, has shown considerable growth
recently due to the increasing alumni

population and the hard work of volun¬
teers throughout the country.
Volunteerism seems to be the key fac¬
tor in determining the success of the
alumni fund. Don McDade ‘74, assist¬
ant director of Development for Annual
Giving, noted that “the percentage (of
contributors) has been creeping up. ’ ’ In
1984 the percentage of average partici¬
pation among the alumni was 45.4 per¬
cent, resulting in an alumni fund total of
$437,696. In 1985 the participation rose
to 50 percent, which raised $537,065.
In 1988 the percentage reached 56.7
percent, meeting the marathon goal of
$1,017,707.
According to The Bates Alumni Maga¬
zine, in 1988 Bowdoin College had a
61.4 percent participation rate among its
alumni, which resulted in a $2,568,854
fund. Colby College had 41 percent
participation and raised $1,004,000.
In comparison with similar liberalarts colleges, according to Jeff Day ’88,
assistant to McDade, Bates has sur¬
passed many, but it is still in the middle
of those schools which reach the million
dollar mark. The Development office is
optimistic that the growth of Bates’
alumni fund is exceptional and will con¬
tinue.
The phone-a-thon, which involves
members from different classes getting
together to request pledges from their
old classmates, is indicative of a major
theme in raising money for the alumni
fund. That is, it “hinges on close per¬
sonal contact between classmates,” de¬

scribed McDade.
Class agents, who do much of the
work and maintain much of this per¬
sonal contact, are also increasing. Day
pointed out that the class of ‘88 contrib¬
uted twenty-four class agents as com¬
pared to the class of ‘74’s seven class
agents. There are a total of about 300
class agents nationwide and they are
probably the most effective means for
raising money, according to Kendrick.
Bates’ endowment is divided into both
“unrestricted” and “restricted” funds.

Restricted funds are those which cannot
be used for anything but have stipulated
purposes. Unrestricted funds are those
which can be used as the college sees fit.
The alumni fund is considered “unre¬
stricted.” Many bequests and grants
are “restricted” for scholarships, re¬
search projects or lecture series.
Bates’ endowment investments in¬
clude over $15 million in U.S. govern¬
ment and agency bonds and notes and a
$16 million stock portfolio.

The Cost of Keeping Bates College Running
by Michael Lieber
The college, like its students, will have
to foot an even larger bill next year as
this year’s $28,357,010 operational bud¬
get soars ever higher.
According to Bernard Carpenter,
treasurer and vice president of business
affairs, the largest portions of Bates’
budget will go to pay faculty and staff
salaries, buy new material and equip¬
ment for departments and make new
purchases for the Ladd Library collec¬
tion.
While the cost of maintaining the col¬
lege does not increase drastically from
year to year, the cost of remaining com¬
petitive does. This article puts into per¬
spective all the costs that keep the college
aloft.
Bates’ operational budget is divided
into ten distinct categories, each of
which covers a wide sector of the colleg¬
e’s functions. The largest of these cate¬
gories are “Instructional and Research”
costs, which include faculty salaries,
support staff salaries, the costs of operat¬
ing academic departments, and faculty
research. About one quarter of all ex¬
penditures fit into this category.
Salaries
Most important for maintaining the
high level of quality of the college are
faculty salaries, which can be decisive
when good faculty are considering com¬
ing to Bates. According to the Faculty
Handbook, current faculty salaries range
for an instructor from $27,000 to
$32,000, for an assistant professor from
$27,000 to $37,000, for an associate pro¬
fessor from $33,000 to $37,000, and for
a full professor, $43,000 and up.
Faculty salaries are reviewed each
year with one of Bates’ primary goals
taken into consideration: to maintain its
ranking in the American Association of
University Professors’ ranking of pri¬
vate, undergraduate 4-year colleges.

“Their rating is from one to ten and
our faculty are (ranked) one,” Carpen¬
ter explained. “There’s a rating even
higher than one, I think it’s 1-A, but
you’ll only find that in the ivies.” The
AAUP ranking, he added, “(is) based
solely on the gross salary an individual
is paid.”

Financial aid is the next largest cate¬
gory, which consumed about 14 percent
of the 1987-88 operating budget. These
funds provide for both the financial as¬
sistance offered to students on an indi¬
vidual basis and the various college
scholarships, such as the Bates Key and
the Charles A. Dana Scholarship.

The funds allocated for “Institutional
Support” pay for administrative costs as
well as the administrators’ salaries. This
area consumed under 14 percent of the
last year’s budget.
■ SEE COSTS, PAGE 12

Bates’ Operating Budget
Revenues—Restricted and Unrestricted
Tuition and fees
Governmental grants
Gifts and private grants
Investment income
Expired term endowment
Other income
Auxiliary enterprises
Total Current Revenues:
Expenditures—Restricted and Unrestricted
Educational and General
Instructional and research
Public service
Academic support
Student services
Instituational support
Operation and maintenance
Scholarships and student aid
Mandatory expenditures
Total Educational and General:
Auxiliary Expenditures
Total Expenditures:
Other Transfers:
Net Increase in Fund Balance:

1988

1987

$19,729,446

$17,725,459

606,491
1,680,491
3,265,217
1,525
566,810
5,380,965

455,015
1,324,541
2,934,289
21,445
723,746
5,106,761

$31,231,339

$28,291,746

1988

1987

$6,773,581

39,157
1,747,741
2,558,433
3,932,416
2,232,913
244,163

41,208
1,598,054
2,221,221
3,594,042
2,020,039
3,711,269
494,558

$22,705,275

$20,453,974

5,651,735

5,415,907

$28,357,010
$2,874,078

$25,869,882
$2,421,749

$251

$115

$7,268,736

from the Bates College Financial Report 1987- 1988
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Phi Beta Kappa Awards
Announced
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I HAVE BEEN SPUN
at

by Julia Opler
Being elected as a member of Phi Beta
Kappa, is considered on of the highest
honors a student can receive. A national
honorary society, Phi Beta Kappa is a
national organization with local chapters
at many colleges and universities nation¬
wide. To be eligible to host a chapter, a
school must first be approved as an insti¬
tution of high quality. Members of the
faculty at these schools, who are them¬
selves members of Phi Beta Kappa, hold
two elections yearly to choose their new
student members. Thirty to forty mem¬
bers of the Bates faculty are Phi Beta
Kappa members.
The Phi Beta Kappa honor appreci¬
ates general academic excellence, and is
based on grades to a high degree. Twice
annually, a sub-committee collects infor¬
mation on potential nominees, in the
form of transcripts and letters of recom¬
mendation from faculty. Instead of con¬
cerning themselves solely with grades,
they also look for evidence of commit¬
ment and interest in scholarly pursuits
and questions. Extra curricular activit¬

ies are noted, as are the types of courses
that a student has taken. The question
is whether the student does MORE than
fulfill the bare requirements.
The first election this year has already
been held. Students selected at this time
had completed their Junior year work,
and had ate least five semesters under
Bates auspices. Since many students go
JYA or JSA, they may not be eligible at
this time. For that reason, it is consid¬
ered an extremely special honor to be se¬
lected in this first process. Two students
have that privilege this year : Diane
Ellis, ’89, a chemistry major; and Mat¬
thew Dowling, ’89, an history major.
An election for additional members
from the class of ’89 will be chosen in the
second process, to be held during Short
Term. Criteria will include this term’s
grades.
The Bates membership of PHi Beta
Kappa will sponsor a visiting lecturer
this Short Term. Lynn Margulis, a pro¬
fessor of Biology at Boston University,
will do a public lecture and talks in rela¬
tive classes.

|/^6(pCf£Ct"a
Delivery Hours

$1.00 OFF!

M.-Thurs. 5-11
Fri. Sat. 5-2am
Sun.
2-10

786-4535

with coupon on any delivery until April 15.
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College Budget
■ COSTS, FROM PAGE 11
The costs of the “Operation and
maintenance of plant” take up nine per¬
cent of the budget, while “Auxiliary
enterprises” consumes another 19 per¬
cent. The former of these two categories
includes custodial services, maintenance
and repair to the college’s facilities and
the latter includes operating costs for
dormitories, houses, Chase Hall, and
Olin.
Only nine percent of the budget is
spent on “Student Services,” which in¬
cludes funding the Office of Career Ser¬
vices, the Health Center, Security, and
the Dean of Students’ office, iyfiereas
most the six percent allocated to “Aca¬
demic support” goes to the library fund,
which maintains Bates’ collection

Give.
II

American Heart
Association

On top of all these expenses Bates pro¬
vides a number of public services and
also has mandatory expenditures such as
the government’s work/study program,
the cost of complying with new legisla¬
tion, and payments on mortgages.

The increased tuition is more than just loose change. Colin Browning photo.

Great Lunches Tuesday-Friday
Candlelight Dinners Tuesday-Saturday
Hearty Sunday Brunches
Music/entertainment Wednesday-Sunday
Changing art exhibits
DISTINCTIVE
§
DINING

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
\OUR LIFE

&

[K N

88 Main Street, Auburn, just off exit 12
784-7455

ATMOSPHERE

Editorial Board Positions
Applications Now Being Accepted For 1989-90 Editorial Board Positions:
• Assistant Editor
• Photo Editor

Editorials Editor

Focus Editor

Business Positions
Also:
Business Manager

Sports Editor

•Arts Editor

News Editor

• Advertising
Manager

Submit letter of interest to Box 445. Please be specific as possible in conveying
your interest and qualifications.
Deadline: Wednesday, March 29, 1989
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The Replacements Rock Waterville
■ REPLACEMENTS, FROM PAGE 5
The best part was when a guy wearing a
leather jacket with inch-long spikes pro¬
truding from it rammed into me from
the back. It didn’t draw blood, which
was surprising.
Another highlight was when a six and
a half foot tall punk in leather leapt in
the air and landed on my head. When he
saw that I wasjaughing, he did it again.
When he saw that I was still laughing,
he shrugged, slammed into my side, and
walked away. Awesome.
But enough of the fascinating near¬
death situation on the floor, let’s talk
about what was going on onstage. The
Replacements howled, screamed, and
plowed their way through their best
tunes, excluding those recorded before
1983 (despite numerous requests for
“More Cigarettes” and “I Hate Mus¬
ic”).
The best reception came for the selec¬
tions from 1984’s Let It Be lp, including
a tremendous version of “Tommy Gets
His Tonsils Out,” a vivisection of “An¬
swering Machine,” and a faithful “Un¬
satisfied.” The thrash and burn crowd
reached their peak during these num¬
bers, slamming wantonly, occasionally
drawing blood.

All around me, people were
rushing the stage, crushing
themselves into a tightly
knit pack of bodies. I
couldn’t breathe. I loved
it.
Other highlights included deconstruc¬
tions of “I.O.U.,” “I Don’t Know,”
and “The Ledge,” as well as a chuggin’-bashin’ version of “Can’t Hardly
Wait,” complete with Paul Westerberg
giving the audience the finger, all off
1987’s Pleased To Meet Me lp. Another
surprise was 1983’s “Within Your Re¬
ach”, and a fun non-surprise was a cool
version of 1985’s “Kiss Me On The
Bus.”
Removed from the stifling sheen of
Don’t Tell A Soul’s production, the Re¬
placements’ new material sounded bet¬
ter, or at least not out of place. Even the
woefully misguided “We’ll Inherit The
Earth” attained a gritty rawness absent
from the lp version. Other new-material
highlights included a shaking “Anywhere’s Better Than Here,” and an un¬
surprisingly raucous “I Won’t.”
Surprisingly, for the Replacements,
they played only one cover tune. I didn’t
even recognize it at the time, either.
Only the advice of resident Replace¬
ments whiz Ian Bleakney (“it was a Soft
Boys tune”) set me straight. Indeed, if
the show had a fault, it was in the lack
of cover versions, but then again, you
can only hope for so much. Oh yeah .
. . bass player Tommy Stinson was
probably a little bit too drunk. But that’s
not really a fault, anyway.
So. That was the show. Except for the
best part. The encore. Amidst a sea ol

swarming, sweaty bodies, they retook
the stage and burned through “Alex
Chilton” and “Bastards of Young.”
The slamming, fighting, and stage rush¬
ing got so frightening at this point that I
was almost glad when they finished. Al¬
most.
In short, the Replacements have
weathered the test of time. They still
know how to play rock and roll. Scary,
uncompromising, loud, and sweaty.
This show was as satisfying as any I have
ever seen. Maybe the Replacements still
are the last, best band of the eighties,
though I’m sure they couldn t care less.
Added attraction: I think my hearing
was permanently damaged.
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Caution With Tuition
The future and the demise of Bates College are wrapped around
the same issue. As Bates strives to maintain excellence in education
we run the risk of ruining the tradition and principles of Bates Col¬
lege.
Obviously Bates needs money, and lots of it. So often we hear the
cry, which is warranted, that Bates doesn’t have the kind of endow¬
ment that it really should. It takes a large amount of money to main¬
tain and improve this school, and that amount is increasing exponen¬
tially.
In order to keep Bates at the level that we know and expect it may
be essential that the college sustain a large budget. Building new facil¬
ities costs money, and Bates certainly needs them. Expansion of Bates
shouldn’t end with the Carnegie renovation. We still need a new Bas¬
ketball Gym, a real Student Center, a Hockey Rink, possibly more
housing, and more room to eat in Commons. These things cost
money, so Bates must raise the money to see these projects to their
completion.
A large part of making a good college a great college is in getting
great faculty to come to the school. For many years Bates was paying
the faculty below the appropriate levels. In recent years, Bates has
made an effort to correct this error and hopefully we will continue to
do so. It is essential that Bates not lose possible new professors be¬
cause of the inability to pay them adequately.
These costs, in addition to the amount of money necessary to main¬
tain this college in terms of staff, housing, heating, cleaning, repair,
etc., add up to a great need for money.
Just how much Bates costs to run each year was brought to our
attention recently when we all received word of the new increase in
tuition. Certainly, in light of these costs and the lack of a sufficient
endowment, it is understandable how and why Bates needs to charge
so much for the education it provides. The question is, what does a
higher tuition do for the image and makeup of Bates college?
As tuition rises, up so does the number of qualified candidates who
don’t apply to Bates because they don’t believe they can afford it.
After all, $18,430 is more than a large majority of this country can
afford.
Many people still do apply even though they can’t afford it. These
people need financial aid in order to be able to attend. Unfortunately,
as tuition goes up, a larger strain is put on the Financial Aid Office.
Other qualified students may be lost due to this phenomenon.
In addition, the attitude and image of Bates College changes with
each dollar added to the tuition bill. It is quite apparent that each
year more and more expensive cars appear on campus, which gives
an indication of what kind of people are attending Bates College. Pre¬
viously Bates was known as the poor boy’s school of Maine. Certainly
that image is long since passed but is Bates turning into, or are we
already, a school for little rich kids?
Superlative students and faculty make for a superlative college.
More important than salary to a prospective instructor is the quality
of the institution. The quality of the student body is a large factor in
the quality of the institution. As Bates loses potential prime students
due to the cost of tuition, Bates is also losing potential prime profes¬
sors.
Bates being elitist about the quality of students who attend here is
not a bad trait. However, when that elitism is based upon financial
matters, the diversity of the college is lost and an integral part of the
Bates experience is ruined. Education should not be the province of
the wealthy, and Bates must not turn its back on the tradition through
which it gained its reputation. Tuition increases must be handled with
extreme caution.
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Letters To The Editor
Alcohol Triggers Incident
To the Editor:
From the recent date rape/sexual as¬
sault enlightenment comes the quintes¬
sential example of a violent act triggered
by the use of alcohol. I was the innocent
victim of an unprovoked sexual attack at
the Rugby Semi-Formal this past Sat¬
urday. The scenario is as follows:
I was standing, minding my own
business, waiting for a friend to get a
drink. A complete stranger stood before
me appearing drunk.
Culprit: “What do you think you’re
looking at?”
Me: Turning away and ignoring the
fool.
Culprit: Yelling belligerently, “I said
what are you looking at?”
Me: Shaking my head in disgust, and '
placidly ignoring him once again.
A few seconds later;
Culprit: “Look, I’m gonna kiss you, i
then Til punch you, if you don’t get your |
face out of here!”
He forced a kiss on my lips. I took off j
my glasses and said with my arms in the
air, “FINE!” I waited for this reincar¬
nated Napoleon to execute his second
oath. He never did. This boy’s disciple
told me that I would be killed if he hit
me.
I wanted so desperately to be physi¬
cally hurt while remaining totally de¬
fenseless. That would have undeniably
been grounds for getting this tough guy
arrested for assault and battery.
Ironically, the most demented part of
this is that his friends were defending
him. “He really is a nice guy, he’s just
drunk,” “Hey, I never see him take

women home after parties,” “He
wouldn’t hurt anyone,” “He gets a lit¬
tle crazy when he drinks.” Now that’s
blind devotion.
Mister I don’t give a damn how nice
you are. I don’t care who your friends
are. And I certainly don’t care how ex¬
cessively drunk you were. You are re¬
sponsible for your actions at all times.
That is the law! When you take the first
drink, the only person that can stop you
is yourself. If you claim that the alcohol
made you do it, sorry, your swallowed
it. You are a minor and have no right
drinking in the first place. The fact is
you sexually assaulted a 21 year old het¬
erosexual senior MALE.
That’s correct, ‘MR. MACHO’
kissed a guy! If you never believed it be¬
fore, start now. Sexual assault goes all
ways. Be alert. There is a sick mind rov¬
ing the campus.
If the reader has a problem identify¬
ing this case as sexual assault, then con¬
sider this; a documented legal definition
for battery is indeed ‘an uninvited kiss
from a stranger.’ And by even express¬
ing intent to harm, he committed as¬
sault. How would criminal charges
sound?
Courses of action concerning this in¬
cident are being formulated. The Bates
sanctuary may protect the culprit to an
extent, but I will not passively suppress
this issue. This matter will not abate. If
I, or any other Batesie catches this boy
pulling a stunt similar to this, he will be
persecuted to the utmost extent of the
law. By me.
Ed Wiser ’89

Date Rape Column Offends
To the Editor:
Letter in response to Steve Gensemer’s article of March 17.
March 20, 1989
Steve Gensemer,
Your column of March 17 has deeply
hurt and angered me. Your misunder¬
standing of the certain violence against
wdmyn which is called date rape, and
your hypocritical accusations on this
matter have driven me to respond. It
seems that when any group or person
points out a problem of our society, and
particularly of our campus, it is the
“messenger” that receives the negative
attention, not the real problem. Rape
(note that there is no real difference be¬
tween “rape” and “date rape”—in

either case a person is violently as¬
saulted) is not feminists’ problem. Cer¬
tainly we feel strongly about it because
as feminists our goals are to fight against
any sort of violence against womyn and
to always uphold the equality of womyn.
But we did not create rape. No one has
blamed you directly (though you blamed
us)—rather, rape is a crisis of our soci■ SEE LETTERS, PAGE 16

Editor
|Lisa Katherine Reisz ’90 has been se¬
lected as Editor—in— Chief of the
j 1989 — 90 Bates Student. She was se¬
lected by the Shw&nLseditorial board.
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FORUM

Pretty Vacant: Bush’s Anti-Drug Policy
It’s not easy to talk about drug polic¬
ies without sounding stupid. For one
thing, most of us know very little about
people who smoke crack or shoot heroin.
I’ve never met any. I wouldn’t know. I
feel pretty foolish making generaliza¬
tions about people who do these sorts of
things.
For another thing, many college stu¬
dents react badly to discussions of this
issue. “But Chris,” you will say, “we
like to take drugs sometimes and liberals
like you shouldn’t start preaching about
drugs or else we’ll start to feel all con¬
fused.”
In response to these two concerns,
then, let me say that First, I’ll try not to
make generalizations about people who
take drugs. I will operate under the as¬
sumption that crack, heroin and PCP
are addictive and harmful, and I’ll leave
it at that.
In addition, it is not my intent to pre¬
ach about the evils of drug abuse, in case
you were worried. Rather, since the
Bush administration assumes that drug
abuse is harmful, I will evaluate their
policy within that assumption. This way,
we can see if the Bush policy is achieving
its appointed goals. Moreover, I will fo¬
cus on the drugs that are generally con¬
sidered most harmful, like crack, heroin
et al. My assumption is that few college
students take these sorts of drugs, though
of course I could be wrong.
OK. Apologias aside, let’s have a look
at the Bush administration’s drug pol¬
icy. Remember President Bush’s inau¬
gural promise? I believe it was “the
scourge will end,” wasn’t it? I wonder
what he meant by that. It seems like he

must have meant that during his admin¬
istration, the drug problem would peter
out. If you can find another interpreta¬
tion for these four words, let me know,
but until then, I will assume that this is
what he meant.
So let’s consider the Administration’s
progress toward that goal. Well, the first
action was to appoint former Secretary
of Education William Bennett as direc¬
tor of the National Office of Drug Con¬
trol Policy. Smart move. The quality of
American education improved oh-so

Chris Janak
dramatically under Bennett’s reign. Per¬
haps we wouldn’t have such a drug
problem if we had an effective educa¬
tional system.
Recently, Bennett was asked to com¬
ment on Bush’s “scourge will end”
promise. He answered that a successful
antidrug campaign would probably take
twenty years to achieve useful results.
“Who knows?” he qualified, “Ten
years, fifteen years, twenty years.” I
guess old Bill’s figuring George is gonna
get the 22nd amendment repealed (you
know, the one that starts “No person
shall be elected to the office of President
more than twice ...”), and that he’ll
be so popular that he’ll be re-elected four
times. Fat chance. And so much for
Bush’s promise.
So. What’s left? Well, Bennett says
his policy will be to “get the user.” He
says “the casual user . . . needs to real¬
ize the kinds of things he’s responsible
for ...” Apart from its sexism, his pol¬

icy statement bears another crucial flaw.
Policies which focus on punishing drug
users are self-defeating simply because
they spread enforcement too thin. At¬
tempting to track down and incarcerate
every person in the United States who
uses drugs is an impossible task. Pot and
other drugs have become almost en-

“ Attempting to track down
and incarcerate every per¬
son in the United States
who uses drugs is an im¬
possible task. Pot and
other drugs have become
almost engrained into the
fabric of our society. Their
use is so widespread that
no-one can possibly hope
to punish every user.”
grained into the fabric of our society.
Their use is so widespread that no-one
can possibly hope to punish every user.
The only hope for those who wish to
stop drug abuse is to focus on the indi¬
viduals who make and sell drugs. On
this level, more limited enforcement
programs can hope to have an effect on
the supply.
As to diminishing demand for illegal
drugs, incarcerating offenders is a band
aid approach at best. Drug abuse is a
symptom of greater societal problems.
People take drugs because they have no
other way out. I don’t mean people who
smoke pot occasionally, either. I mean

the people who smoke crack and shoot
heroin. You don’t start taking these
drugs ’cause you’re looking for a thrill.
People who are addicted to drugs are
addicted because their lives are painful
and seemingly pointless. The real cure
for drug abuse is to find a way to give
these people useful jobs, to give them
something to believe in, or to help them
believe in themselves. Sending users to
jail isn’t going to do any good.
Along these same lines, another part
of Bennett’s plan is to focus stricter pun¬
ishment on marijuana users. Of all the
drugs to focus on, this seems the least
dangerous. The serious drug problem
(the one about which the Bush adminis¬
tration is so concerned) is with addictive
drugs like crack, heroin, PCP, etc.
Wasting our enforcement efforts on
something like pot is pointless. Pot isn’t
addictive, and contrary to the warnings
of the misinformed, few pot smokers
graduate to crack and/or heroin. To
squander limited enforcement resources
on a drug like cannabis is self-defeating.
The Bush administration should worry
about people who are addicted to serious
drugs before they start arresting high
school kids who smoke a joint now and
then.
The drug issue is a touchy one. Cer¬
tain types of drugs genuinely are
threatening. But an overbroad enforce¬
ment effort gets us nowhere. The imme¬
diate threat comes from harmfully ad¬
dictive drugs, and arresting “occasional
users” does little to address that prob¬
lem. If George Bush is genuinely con¬
cerned about drugs, he needs to rethink
his policy.

Life In The Coral Reef: Respecting Our Elders
If hnyone happened to skim through
last week’s musings on human sperm,
Lee Atwater, and Percy Sledge, they
may be smarting from the devastating
effects of a confusingly drawn analogy.
All I can offer is that I tried, and I prefer
to leave the work of connecting the dots
to the reader; I’ve got enough problems
grappling with the inadequacies of my
hunt-and-peck typing method.

This week I’ll attempt to make the
task of interpretation a bit easier for anyone takes it upon themselves to read the

Corey Harris
most recent echoes of my brain. Phis
week’s analogy may be simpler, but it’s
still sea-creature oriented to a certain ex¬
tent. Here we go . . .

Whenever I think of society, all I can
think of is a large, complex, loud and
congested coral reef. When you think
about it, society could be no more than
the product of the actions of its mem¬
bers. To me, societies just seem to be a
collection of the excretions of years past.
Every day, people wake up, go to sleep,
make love, eat, use the bathroom,
vomit, curse, praise gods, exalt hate,

WASHINGTON

Mark Alan Stamaty
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scream in pain, shout in joy, cry and
laugh.
We all are exactly the same to the ex¬
tent that life is filled with little traumas
and little joys, visceral reactions and
outbursts of passion. Often, we as hu-

“Youth is valued so much
in our society that the el¬
derly have lost their de¬
served place. In other parts
of the world age means wis¬
dom and authority. In the
U.S. we’ve altered it to
mean feeble-mindedness,
incompetence, and helples¬
sness.”
man beings seem astoundingly simple:
we do what we have to do to fulfill our
basic, animal needs. We wish for the
return of times past, yet we impatiently
await the future, never realizing that the
latter is entirely dependent upon the
former.
We live and die, scurrying around in
between trying to construct some mean¬
ing aside from the daily struggle to get
what we want and what we think we
need. In the end we all leave a complex,
intricate, hardened, and . . . empty
skeleton of what our lives once were.
We leave behind the things that we’ve
done, the people whom we’ve slept with,
ate with, loved with, cursed at, cried and
laughed with. We leave the things that
we’ve made, the mess of what we’ve de¬
stroyed, and the things we’ve collected.
The whole thing can seem disturbingly
devoid of dignity. In the end, it all
counts for nothing, right?
Wrong. In a society which orients it¬
self exclusively towards the young, the

■ SEE HARRIS, PAGE 18
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Is Nothing Sacred?: Censorship Considered
A few weeks ago, there was a great
deal of talk about Renaissance Film’s
screening of a film called The Devils. A
few students found certain scenes in the
film offensive and left the film. A dis¬
claimer (“Some Students Have Found
Certain Scenes In This Film Offensi¬
ve ’) was added to the table flyers for the
film and a discussion session was held
after the Saturday screening.
I have been asked since what I
thought about the film and I think the
response to the film has a great deal to
do with the filmmaker’s intention.
Please understand that I am not con¬
demning those students who left The
Devils. There are certain moments in
this film that are pretty difficult to take.
I respect the students’ views and feel
that, by bringing their views to the stu¬
dents at Renaissance Film, they helped
the organization to understand some
things they may not have considered
about the film they showed.
Sometimes, the only way to find out
is to try something, to come up with a
challenge to what is expected in order for
us to be aware of where the line is. This
challenge can change perception in one
of two ways. The presence of the display
in Chicago where an American flag lays
on the ground, for example, can remind
people of their feelings about the flag
and make them wave it with renewed
pride (a bumper sticker new to Chicago
streets reads: ‘Honk if you love our
flag”). Or it can help us to rethink our
ideas about the flag, to explore that

which we might not otherwise have seen.
As Hegel put it, “to be aware of a
boundary is to be beyond it.”
The key to this is how one becomes
aware of the boundaries that exist.
There is a difference between a bound¬
ary discovered in the spirit of explora¬
tion and a boundary made because of an
act of provocation. My feeling about the
flag display is that it strikes me more as
a work of provocation.
In one scene of The Devils, one of the
principal characters assumes marks
meant to resemble stigmata. Similar

Anthony Miller
stigmata-like marks also appear on the
hands of Madonna in her video “Like A
Prayer” which was the recent subject of
a Friday Forum. I say “resemble” be¬
cause it seems that neither’ of these
marks are really supposed to be stigmata.
Even so, I doubt that the intentions of
the Ken Russell film and the Madonna
video are the same.
Understanding intention is only part
of getting being beyond the boundary.
Like intention, response has its right
way and its wrong way. We can be of¬
fended by scenes in a film like The Devils
and choose not to watch, but is our own
visceral response enough to condemn
the film and want to see it pulled so that
no one can see it?
Back to the flag display: last Thurs¬
day, the U.S. Senate approved, by a 970 vote, a bill sponsored by Minority
Leader Robert Dole, which prohibits the

deliberate display of an American flag
on a floor. “I don’t know much about
art,” says Dole, “but I know desecra¬
tion when I see it.” Yes, desecration is
an ugly thing, but censorship is uglier.
Which brings us back briefly to offen-

“Last Thursday, the U.S. Sen¬
ate approved, by a 97-0 vote, a
bill sponsored by Minority
Leader Robert Dole, which
prohibits the deliberate display
of an American flag on a floor.
I don’t know much about art,’
says Dole, but I know desecra¬
tion when I see it.’ Yes, dese¬
cration is an ugly thing, but
censorship is uglier.”
sive author Salman Rushdie. In an open
letter to the New York Times, S. Nomanul Haq, a tutor at Harvard, wrote
Rushdie: “you have cut them and they
are bleeding: Do something quickly to
heal the wound.”
My experience of being badly cut is
that, if you cut yourself, you should run
some cold water on it and take a few
deep breaths and, most of all, don’t look
at the cut. The Ayatollah seems to be
staring in the face of his open wound.
He is giving himself no time to run the
wound under cold water, take deep
breaths, and calm down.
The most important scene in The
Devils, as far as I am concerned anyway,
is a scene in which a rich member of the
court visits the witch hunter and the pos¬

sessed nun and their crazy throng. He
tells the witch hunter that he will cure
the possessed nun with a small chest
which contains the blood of Christ.
When the nun becomes cured, the
member of the court opens the chest to
reveal that there is nothing in it. The
witch hunter cries: “What are you try¬
ing to do!” “The question,” replies the
member of the court, “is what are you
trying to do,” and he leaves them to
their madness.
In a column I wrote earlier this year,
I spoke about the student’s ability to ask
questions and make mistakes in a college
setting that they could not make in
another setting without a somewhat dif¬
ferent result. Because of fear or embar¬
rassment, students do not often act on
the questions they have.
I’m sorry to say that since I wrote that
column, the situation hasn’t gotten bet¬
ter. 1 believe it’s gotten worse. Instead
of understanding that we’re all here to
learn, too many of people’s ignorances
and biases are being met with fear and
anger. One of the arenas in which these
exchanges have been played out are
these very pages of the Student.
I realize that I’m stretching things a
little to compare students to possessed
nuns, but should we leave other students
to their madness or should we, like the
member of the court, show them what
they are really doing and let them alone
choose whether they wish to continue?
Next time, it could be we who are the
possessed.

Letters To The Editor
Date Rape Column Offends
■ LETTERS, FROM PAGE 14
ety, and thus we all have a responsibility
to combat it. By writing such things as:
“Many date rapes are actually con¬
sented to” and “I am afraid that date
rape is one price we have to pay for sex¬
ual freedom in an imperfect world,” you
are only perpetuating the crime. The
first statement is absolutely false, as you
could have learned in any one of the ex¬
cellent articles on the topic in last week’s
paper. The second statement says to me
that if a womon wants to freely express
herself as a sexual person, then she de¬
serves to be violently assaulted. Think.

Womyn and men are standing up to
fight against rape on our campus. We
will not be silenced by cries that womyn
deserve rape or that those who protest it
are preaching, accusing, guilt-tripping
“feminists” (the word here used with
the negative connotations so many peo¬
ple attach to it). Yes, I am a feminist
and I am accusing you now, but only
because you have set yourself up as an
enemy to all womyn. I hope you con¬
sider the consequences of your writings
before blundering like this again.
Katherine Adams

In Response To Gensemer
To the Editor:
This is written in response to Mr.
Gensemer’s article about date rape.
Rape and sexual assault are violent
attacks against women. Women do not
consent to it. Rape is not a price to be'
paid for sexual freedom in our society.
Mr. Gensemer compares rape to “get¬
ting hurt” in a relationship and states
that this “hurt” is “a part of growing
up.” It is a frightening suggestion that
rape is a necessary or inevitable expe¬
rience in becoming a woman in our so¬
ciety.

Mr. Gensemer believes that in regard
to the problem of sexual assault, people
should not be blamed. We teel people
should not be raped. People must be re¬
sponsible for their actions and under¬
stand that they will be held accountable.
The view that date rape is here to stay
and should be accepted is disturbing in
its apathy, passiveness, and denial.
We’re very sorry that Steve Gense¬
mer is sick and tired of hearing about
date rape; women are sick arid tired of
being raped.
Linda Horwitz
Connie Chaplan

Gensemer’s Column Offends
To the Editor:
In response to Steve Gensemer’s col¬
umn last week:
“How many times can a man turn his
head.
pretending he just doesn’t see.'
—Bob Dylan
The reason why date rape remains a
puzzle is not because it is difficult to
know who to blame, but rather because

a large element of the population shares
your warped view of rape and sexism. It
is only in the knowledge of this fact that
I warrant your column with a response.
You begin with an incredible under¬
statement: you find it “upsetting to hear
that people often get hurt during sexual
relations.” We are not talking about
getting hurt: the issue is rape. You con¬
tinue your plethora of distorted synon¬
yms by unfairly translating “more
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aggressive” to “walking time bombs”
and “violent sex fiends.” That’s rather
accusatory for one who values the spirit
of' cooperation so much. Men are not
• naturally more aggressive, but with a so¬
ciety in which two G.I. Joe products are
sold yearly for every boy aged 5-12, boys
are encouraged to vent aggression with
violence. You also express that “getting
hurt is a part of growing up.” Unfor¬
tunately, even your definition of hurt
works here. Twenty-five percent of adult
wpmen were sexually abused as chil¬
dren. The fact that sexual abuse is com¬
mon by no means makes it a healthy link
along the chain of growth. Your state¬
ment is a very flippant dismissal of the
emotional scarring sexual abuse imple¬
ments.
Perhaps the most offensive section of
ypur column is the one in which you
propose that no one is to blame for date
rape. This abhorrent suggestion is sup¬
ported only with your contradictory
statement that “many date rapes are ac-

tually consented to.” Inherent in the
definition of rape is the fact that the
woman has not consented. When the
woman says “no,” it becomes rape,
whether she has “led him on” before
this decision or not. This is an act of vio¬
lence, even between husband and wife.
The man who rapes is entirely to blame,
and in suggesting otherwise, you totally
devalue the pain experienced by a date
rape victim.
In your closing, you lament that “date
rape is one price we pay for sexual free¬
dom. . . . ” I strongly object to the col¬
lective “we.” It is only the women
victims who pay the price of date rape,
and they do so for male sexual freedom.
Sexual freedom is nonexistent for a
woman when she is raped.
I take no comfort in your emphatic
declaration of your non-rapist and non¬
sexist nature, and suggest you reeval¬
uate your definitions of each. You could
also start listening to the Dylan lyrics
you sing.
Laura Cox ’92

Housing Survey Important
To the Editor:
The Extracurricular Activities and
Residential Life (EARL) Committee
will be distributing a housing survey
within the next several days. This survey
will be used to determine exactly what
the most pressing housing problems are

at Bates. Future decisions cannot be
made without this information. We urge
students to take the time to fill out this
survey and return it as quickly as possi¬
ble. Thank You.
Sincerely,
The EARL Committee

Noises Off Review Errs
Dear Editor:
I would like to point out two errors in
Jason Patenaude’s article on Noises Off
(March 17, 1989).
First, the young man who played Tim
Algood was Ben Dinglasan, not Dingiadesh.
And second, the set was not designed

by James Casey but rather myself.
Both of these errors could have been
avoided with a quick glance at the pro¬
gram.
Sincerely,
Susan A. Rugg
Professor of Theatrical Design

FORUM

The Armenian Genocide: Two Views
Facts Vs. Sensationalism: “Genocide” Claims
Unfortunately, it is very easy to prop¬
agate hate through generations by in¬
flicting it into the children from early
ages. Once incorporated, hate can make
individuals overlook certain facts of his¬
tory to further confirm their beliefs. Psy¬
chology defines this tendency as “belief
perservance phenomenon”.
The way to overcome this fallacy is
again given by psychological research:
by casting beliefs and the emotions asso¬
ciated with them aside, and trying to ex¬
plain why the other side of the argument
could be correct based on the facts. I
urge those with strong preconceptions
on the Armenian issue to keep this factor

total of about one million Armenians liv¬
ing under the Ottoman Rule (913,800 to
be exact)by the end of the 19th century,
a percentage of which were living in the
western Ottoman states.
Armenian historians report that about
one third of this total Armenian popula¬
tion in eastern Turkey remained intact,
about another third survived the trip to

nagzoutiun) was formed in Tiflis. Their
purpose was to form an independent
state (in a region where Armenians were
15% of the total population as again re¬
ported by Encylopedia Britannica).
Armenian terrorism against the Otto¬
man Empire began in the 1890s. In
1914, before the Russian Empire de¬
clared war against the Ottoman Empire,

“Armenian historians report
that about one third of this to¬
tal Armenian population in
eastern Turkey remained in¬
tact, about another third sur¬
vived the trip to Syria. This is
not to say that nobody was
hurt. It proves however that
number 1.5 million is heavily
exaggerated.”

Oguz Ersoy
in mind while reading this article.
Experiments in psychology have also
shown that anecdotes that involve vivid
information, though they may be misrepresentative, have far greater persua¬
sive power than factual data. This phe¬
nomenon is defined as “base rate falla¬
cy”.
This approach is especially
dangerous when relatively uninformed
masses are presented with such vivid in¬
formation from a one-sided view.
William Parsons has very succesfully
taken advantage of this fact in his film,
“Everyone’s Not Here”. However, one
would think that if Mr. Parsons’ aim
was to “provide a quality resource” to
educate people, he would take a different
approach, namely choose factualism
over sensationalism.
Nevertheless, certain facts need to
presented to Bates community. But first
to comment on a sensationalist mispresentation: how can there have been a
genocide of “at least 1.5 million” when
it is reported in the 11th edition of Enyclopedia Britannica that there were a

menian families (including Greek and
Kurdish minorities).
In Sivas on May 1915, an Armenian
Force of 30,000 deserters and insurgents
became organized to make a rear attack
on the Ottoman army at the Russian
front. On June 11,1915 the Ottoman
Government, consisting of delegates of
the political group known as Young
Turks led by Talat Pasa decided that all
non-Turkish soldiers of the Ottoman

Syria. This is not to say that nobody was
hurt. It proves however that number 1.5
million is heavily exaggerated.
“Turkey” and “Ottoman Empire”
can not be used synonymously as the
country Turkey was founded in 1923 by
liberation from the Ottoman Empire as
well as the invading forces.
As stated above, there were less than
a million Armenians living in the east¬
ern Ottoman states by the end of the
19th century. As the Ottoman Empire
declined in power, the hopes of some Ar¬
menian revolutionaries of gaining inde¬
pendence surfaced. By 1890, the Arme¬
nian Revolutionary Federation (Dash-

in a secret congress in Erzurum, Dashnagzoutioun announced that if Russia
should invade the eastern Ottoman
states then the Armenians would cooper¬
ate with the Russians. In November
1914 the Russian Empire declared war
against the Ottoman Empire.
In the first days of December 1914,
Russian Armenians crossed the border
and massacred 100,000 Turks and
40,000 nomadic Kurds that lived in the
plain of Elashkird-Bayazid within 18
days. Meanwhile, Armenians in the Ot¬
toman army revolted and started to des¬
ert. They seized the town of Zeitoun in
February 1915 massacring all non-Ar-

Army would be disarmed and that En¬
ver Pasa, the commander of the eastern
army would have the power to deport all
non-Turkish elements within the war
territory to areas of lesser strategic im¬
portance.
Even though the above deportation
applied to the Greeks, Kurds and Catho¬
lic Armenians that also were minority
groups in that area, it was only imple¬
mented for Gregorian Armenians whose
geographic position behind the Ottoman
Army was perceived by Enver Pasa as a
strategic threat.
The Armenian convoys travelled
south towards present-day Syria. The
“genocide”' claims are based on the
events that took place during this south¬
bound move. During this movement,

■ SEE ERSOY, PAGE 18

Calculated Crimes: The Legacy of Genocide
Granted, I amjbiased. It is impossible
to say that I am not, having been raised
in an Armenian household. When I
lived at home, I attended the Armenian
Memorial Church every Sunday. The
first families to build it, including my
own, named it as they did to honor all
those that they had lost. I grew up listen¬
ing to the horrof stories, told by my 90
year old grandfather, about starving
children begging for food.
But I was jmomentarily speechless
when I saw Wednesday’s table mail that
begad “The Armenian ’Genocide’?”
and anybody who knows me knows that
whatever it is h|is got to be pretty shock¬
ing to have thpt effect. The quotation
marks used tOj question the use of the
word genocide fare an attempt to paint a
calculated crime as an unfortunate acci¬
dent.
The word genocide is defined as “The
systematic, planned, annihilation of a
racial, political, or cultural group.” The
Turkish government is the only one in
the world that denies that this particular
tragedy devastated the Armenians.
Their claim i| simply that the Armenian
deaths were khe unfortunate results of
wartime.
The first ojf several smaller scale mas¬
sacres began tin 1894, when 200,000 Ar¬
menians werp, slain. In 1915, the Young
Turk Regimfe decided to get rid of the
non-Turkish 'residents of the Ottoman
Empire. Recent studies, like that of the
Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal Session
on the Genocide of the Armenians, a
group that met in Paris five years ago,
estimate that in that in one year, from

1915 to 1916, the population of Arme¬
nians originally living in Turkey
dropped from 1,800,000 to 600,000.
Most all of these people survived by es¬
caping td Russian occupation.
Even |the Encyclopedia Americana
states thjt over one million Armenians
were killed. William Parsons, who spoke
on Wed. night, gave a figure that
shocked me; between 1894 and 1923,
1,800,000 Armenians, over half of all
those afive, perished. Another one mil¬
lion werfe forced into exile.

Alicia Tomasian
Regardless of these astronomical,
tragic figures that did result in the near
end of a people, the word genocide still
does not apply, if, as the Turkish gov¬
ernment claims, people just happened to
die while being relocated due to war.
This deportation, that Wednesday’s ta¬
ble mkil called “travel”, was actually a
death march, a moving concentration
camp.' How else would you describe a
journey through a desert without food or
water? Most modern day accounts de¬
scribe the path as covered with corpses.
The Turkish government tries to
claim that this was only the result of the
forces of nature. Armenians who sur¬
vived this march, like the woman who
spoke in Wednesday’s film, will point
out that when nature wasn’t doing the
job, troops of Turks would raid by
night, killing men, women and children.
I know the truth about this “travel”.
My grandfather has an adopted sister

as a result of it. My great-grandmother
happened to witness the deportation of
other Armenian families. These people
were so sure that they were headed for
certain death that one mother, when she
saw another woman not being deported
at the time, begged her to take her
young daughter. She was so sure of her

“The word genocide is de¬
fined as ’The systematic,
planned, annihilation of a
racial, political, or cultural
group.’ The Turkish gov¬
ernment is the only one in
the world that denies that
this
particular
tragedy
devastated
the
Armen9 9
ians.
•

-ifate that she gave up her child fofever in
hopes that she would survive, arid today
my Aunt Sarah is one of the mafiy Armenian-American witnesses to the geno¬
cide.
Why is it so important that this cam¬
pus realize that a genocide in tne true
sense of the word occurred? For me, it
is less important that people know raw
numbers than that they realize the delib¬
erate, systematic destruction of a popu¬
lation. It was well planned.
The first thing the Turks did was to
round up every Armenian intellectual,
every teacher, every doctor, every
scholar, and kill them so as to deprive
the Armenians of their leaders. This

worked. Armenians no longer live in
Turkey. They no longer liye on the land
that their ancestors had lived on for
thousands of years.
Genocide, when planned well, still
happens. While my people are still re¬
covering and regrouping iq nations from
France to Egypt to the U.p., war is still
being used as an excuse j to kill men,
women and children all oyer the world.
To broach the subject 6f racism that
seems to be on the minds <j>f the Interna¬
tional Club, who sponsored the flyers
representing the opinion of only one na¬
tion in the world, I agreejjthat terrorism
is an inexcusable crime, iand I am an¬
gered that most people sejb my people as
the nuts who are always planting bombs.
These people account for^a tiny fraction
of Armenians.
However, the violent danger of these
acts is a result not only of our loss of
people, land and culture. It is the result
of our loss of recognition as an existing
people. Not only were wje destroyed and
dispersed, but we are forgotten because
even our sufferings are entirely swept
under the table by the iffisleading infor¬
mation spread by the Turks.
The anger of the firsl generation can
never be erased. Nobcidy will ever be
able to make up to my maternal grand¬
father the prosperous home and family
he fled to survive. My paternal grandfa¬
ther lost his first wife ana son to the mas¬
sacre before he could escape death. One
story of the hate of genocide sticks in my
mind most of all. It is that of my grand¬
mother’s cousin.

■ SEE TOMASIAN, PAGE 20
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Simple Mathematics: Reduce the Concert Fund
I’m warning you ahead of time. This
week’s column is going to offend people
by making badly founded opinions and
inanely broad generalizations.
I am
only a student. I am not God. My
opinion is my own, and I don’t pretend
to be better educated than the average
rat. In fact, maybe I’m dimmer than
the average rat.
But the point is, I’ve got this space in
the Student that I have to fill up each
week. At the top of the page it says
“Forum.” You know what that means?
It means it that anyone can express their
opinion on anything. It doesn’t declare
anything about the qualifications of the
person writing.
I’ve been criticized in the past for stat¬
ing my opinion. Contrary to popular
thought, I am not unwavering in my
opinion and can be swayed by a con¬
vincing argument. I am no better/no
worse than any other student on cam¬
pus. I do have this space each week that
I have to fill, and fill it I do. Perhaps
that makes me more dangerous than the
average student.
This being no more than an opinion,
I am sometimes inclined to add other ef¬
fects so that people are lured into read¬
ing what I have spent time writing. I’ve
tried to be funny at times, even stretch¬
ing myself to cleverness. Most of the
time, people just think I’m stupid, offen¬
sive, or both. I apologize for any harm
I may have caused any persons/organi¬
zations which I have written about. Any
damage done was totally unintentional
and accidental.
With that done, let us proceed to the
meat of this week’s column. No, I won’t
say a thing about racism, for one cannot

do so without being labeled a racist. If
anyone feels like picking on my gram¬
mar, go right ahead. I know my gram¬
mar stinks. I could probably improve it,
but believe it or not, I have a life outside
of writing this column.
My opinion this week has to do with
the CHC. I, for one, believe the CHC
does a very good job with parties etc. on
campus but I categorically deny that
they should be given any kind of large

John Buckman
fund to bring up bands. The argument
that “sub-frosh” will not want to come
to Bates unless there is a major band
here is complete and utter rubbish. The
fact that the Replacements came to
Colby but not to Bates won’t cause a
sudden influx of applicants there.
Second, the college should not pay for
cost of bringing a band to campus. Con¬
certs make money. The CHC seems to
have forgotten that fact. Concert pro¬
moters in Portland don’t bring Pink
Floyd in as a public service (which is
what CHC is basically doing), they do it
to make MONEY. The fact is that
much time and effort goes into holding
a concert, and it should not lose
money. It is CHC’s preconception, it
seems, that the college should cover
losses from concerts because of some ba¬
loney idea that it will improve the appli¬
cant pool. If a concert is well planned,
it should at least break even. If a band’s
$1200 fee cannot be raised in ticket
sales, then perhaps—just perhaps—that
band isn’t worth it.
A little mathematics (eek!) will reveal
just how much all of this costs us. The
CHC would like a concert budget of

$30,000. There are 1,600 Batesies. Ap¬
proximately 1/3 of the Junior class goes
abroad. That leaves us with 1466 stu¬
dents. That means that for.each stu¬
dent, the CHC wants a little over $20 as
a concert fund. That means that every
Batesie would pay $20 for CHC concert

“The college should not pay for
cost of bringing a band to cam¬
pus. Concerts make money.
The CHC seems to have forgot¬
ten that fact. Concert pro¬
moters in Portland don’t bring
Pink Floyd in as a public ser¬
vice (which is what CHC is ba¬
sically doing), they do it to
make MONEY.”
money before having purchased a ticket.
“Whoa!” you say. At $14 dollars a
ticket, that raises the price per student of
an event up to $34. If the CHC holds
two major concerts, that is still $24 per
student. This is some serious money,
and the CHC needs to show more ways
that it will benefit Bates.
As I said before, concerts are money¬
making affairs—even in Maine. If a
concert is correctly planned (with an ap¬
propriate band) the CHC should at least
break even.
CHC: let me put it to you this way.
Suppose I came to you and said I
wanted to throw a party. I need to bor¬
row $30,000 dollars from you, even
though I am charging a substantial en¬
trance fee. I tell you that it is possible
that I will earn enough money from the
party to pay you back, but that it’s im¬
probable. I tell you that other schools

seem to make enough money to pay
back the party loans, but for some
“Gosh . . . really strange reason” Bates
never does.
I tell you that it’s “real important” to
visiting sub-frosh that we have this
party, and that they probably wouldn’t
want to come to Bates if we don’t. What
would you do? Probably laugh in my
face. You’d probably tell me that I can
hold the party, that you’d loan me the
money, but that if I didn’t make enough
money from the party to pay back the
loan, I’d be in real trouble.
So there is my opinion. It isn’t as well
educated as it could be, but being so, is
pretty representative of most Batesies.
I’ve heard questions such as these voiced
by other students, and thought I should
address them in print. I’ve heard con¬
versations such as these in commons,
and I feel I am doing CHC a favor by
alerting them to this student concern
and giving them the opportunity to resond so that the whole school can read.
Mind you, I would love to have con¬
certs on campus. What would make me
most happy would be to have the CHC
seriously reply to this column and ex¬
plain why we lose money at our con¬
certs, and how one or two major events
in a year will effect the college. I openly
invite such a letter and hope that the in¬
vitation will be responded to.
Just for the record, I think the CHC
does a fantastic job on all other events.
I wish to applaud them for the new, in¬
creased diversity in entertainment and
less reliance on beer as the center of en¬
tertainment. There is one more issue of
the Student before spring break: the Fo¬
rum deadline is Tuesday night.

Life In The Coral Reef: Respect Your Elders
■ HARRIS, FROM PAGE 15
healthy, the beautiful, the skinny and
the active, one can quickly lose sight of
what it’s all about.
When we look
around ourselves, all we see are mes¬
sages which reinforce supposed qualities
of youth: self-interest, materialism, and
apathy. A large majority of advertising
targets the young and the popular press
applauds youth and play up to it as if to
say, “to be young is to be alive.”
Youth is valued so much in our soci¬
ety that the elderly have lost their de¬
served place. In other parts of the world
age means wisdom and authority—after
all, as Mudbone says, “you don’t get
old bein’ no fool.” In the U.S. we’ve
altered it to mean feeble-mindedness, in¬
competence, and helplessness. The old
are ridiculed, patronized, relegated to
nursing homes and forced to retire. It’s
almost as if when one gets old one dies.
We tuck our elderly away in quiet rest

homes so that we won’t have to see them
deteriorate slowly towards death, think¬
ing that doing so is in the best interests
of all concerned. Well, it’s not.
Even the best nursing homes deprive
the elderly of their individual identity.
This is done by the nature of the envi¬
ronment: each room is identical in terms
of appearance and facilities. Everyone
has the same choice of activities, and in¬
dividuality and privacy are not held in
high regard. Each person is treated like
a child in the sense that their desires are
not taken seriously, and it’s taken for
granted that those who care for them
know better than they do what’s good
for them. Sure, if you’re young, it
may be in your best interests to hide the
old and play Dorian Gray. No one likes
to be reminded of the promise of decay
and mortality. However, death and the
realities of old age hit us all at some
point, whether it’s through the experi¬

ence of a family member, or through the
personal experience that’s sure to come
in the distant future. This type of thing
can’t be ignored; while we’re all racing
around fulfilling our visceral needs, old
age is laying quietly in the shadows.
Leaping back to the coral reef anal¬
ogy, you might say that the elderly are
the vacant skeletons society leaves be¬
hind. After all, implicit within the man¬
ner in which the elderly are treated is the
idea that they are ‘all used up’. After
the elderly work all their lives, contrib¬
ute to the economy, raise children, and
pay taxes, society seems to leave them
once their activity in these realms ceases.
American society seems to leave no
niche open for the elderly to occupy once
their active life begins to come to a close.
In other societies, the elderly can ease
into advisory roles or leadership posi¬
tions once they stop contributing in a

material sense.
Many societies who address the ‘el¬
derly problem’ in this manner might be
construed as ‘primitive’ or ‘backward’.
However, in actuality, it is western soci¬
ety which has grown primitive by sup¬
posedly moving forward. We seem to
have forgotten the perspective which ad¬
vice from an experienced authority can
afford us. Such stress upon material
production leaves vacant the roles which
keep tradition, ethics and morals alive.
I know we undervalue the elderly as
an essential group. By ignoring them,
we cheat both them and ourselves. We
all need what they have to offer. The
elderly aren’t used-up products to be
thrown away, but rather resources to be
appreciated. These days, with every¬
body screaming about how morally cor¬
rupt the nation is, it wouldn’t hurt to
lend an ear to the elderly.

Facts Vs. Sensationalism: 4‘Genocide” Claims
■ ERSOY, FROM PAGE 17
internal security within the Ottoman
states was virtually nonexistent. It is for
this reason that convoys were not pro¬
tected
by
any
Ottoman
sol¬
diers,consequently many Armenians
were attacked by independent guerilla
mercenaries, and, especially by the war¬
like nomadic Kurdish tribes.
Many others died of sickness and exhaustioin. It is true that innocent Arme¬
nians (about 300,000) died or were
killed because they were forced to move
and were then left unprotected by the
Ottoman government. However, no in¬
dependent sources will support the claim
that Ottoman troops massacred Arme¬
nians in a large-scale, premeditated
“genocidal” (and geographically spe¬
cific) attack; or, that communities of

Turkish citizens organized militias in
arms against their Armenian neigh¬
bors.
It is difficult and incorrect to label as
“genocidal” an act committed not
against a race of people, but rather,
against a group of people living in an
area considered to constitute a strategic
threat. In support of this fact, note that
Armenians living in western Ottoman
states (i.e. not strategically threatening)
were left unharmed.
This was in 1915. Four years before
the Turkish Independence war began
against the allied forces and the Ottoman
Empire, and eight years before the Re¬
public of Turkey was formed. Mustafa
Kemal Ataturk, the founder of Turkey
was at the time fighting at the Gallipoli
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front against Anzac forces far away from
eastern Turkey. He had often expressed
his dislike of Talat Pasa, Enver Pasa and
the Young Turks. Enver Pasa was killed
in a battle with Russians in 1917 leading
all of his men to death. Talat Pasa was
killed in 1921 in Berlin by an Armenian
revenger.
Almost all of the members
of the Ottoman government of 1915 fled
from the country with the start of the
Turkish Independence War. When the
Turkish government formed in 1923,the
former Ottoman leaders were an¬
nounced as war criminals and were ex¬
iled from Turkey. Armenians are still
the largest minority group in Turkey
and they have been living peacefully in
Turkey for the last 66 years. I challenge
anyone to point out an example of any

act of discrimination against Armenians
in the Turkish Republic since 1923.
The Turkish nation can not be held
responsible for the “crime of a few
dozen criminals that were in control of
the Ottoman Empire” as Dr. Toynbee
says in his book The Western Question In
Greece and Turkey.
This is not an exercise in semantics
aimed at glossing over the irreparable
events of history. Rather, it is an effort
aimed at educating those of us who in¬
herited this history—a history that in¬
volves all of us whose nations suffered
the effects of two World Wars. Ulti¬
mately, I hope that my efforts to clarify
a portion of this history might go some
small way toward preventing a reenact¬
ment of it.

Corolla 2-Door GT-S Sport Coupe*

Jetta 2-Door

Cutlass Supreme SL Coupe

We give you the opportunity
to buy from a classmate.
Plus, credit for what
you’ve accomplished.
Your classmate, Bob Whitley,
has great deals available to him
on a wide selection of cars.
Lots of Volkswagens,
Oldsmobiles, Chryslers,
Plymouths, Toyotas, and other
imports and domestics. And
selected quality used cars. All at
great deals.

and will soon need for
purchasing things like a new
automobile. We offer a new
College Graduate Finance Plan
designed to help you qualify for
financing even though you have
no credit. Leasing plans also
available. (See Bob Whitley for
details.)

And, if you’re within four
months of graduation, we’re
willing to give you credit for
your achievement. The kind of
credit you may currently lack

For the widest selection and the
best deal, be sure to see your
classmate, Bob Whitley. And,
buy from a friend....not a
stranger.

Bob can be found at Milliken House.
Or call (207) 784-5428 or (207) 782-9175.today!
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Is Bates Worth $18,430?
Jyotika Vazirani
Photographer

Andrea Nightingale ’89 “No, because
there are a lot of very good schools that
are not that pricey, not to mention pub¬ Cap Green ’91 “If I say ‘no’ then why
lic universities, where you can still get a am I here? If I say ‘yes’ then what am
good education for a fraction of the I saying?”
cost.”

Dan Record
Reporter

Kortnay Woods ’91 “I don’t think any
college is really.”

Ted Curcio ’91 “Sure. It’s a good lib¬
eral arts education at a small school. I
guess education is one of the most im¬
portant things in life so it is worth pay¬
ing for.”

J

V.

Legacy of Genocide
■ TOM ASIAN, FROM PAGE 17
She was a very beautiful young
woman at the time of the genocide, and
she was kidnapped by a Turkish gen¬
eral. She was forced to be his concubine
for some time, and she had a son by
him.
However, at the first chance she
got, she ran away. When my grand¬
mother asked how she could leave her
own child, she responded that she hated
the father so much that she could not
love her own son.
Her hate can never be fully under¬
stood by my generation. But I inherit
her anger. I feel it every time somebody
says this did not happen. I do not ask

Jltikfftt fvyytAUL
SPAGHETTI-PIZZA-SPAGHETTI SAUCE
Cor. Horton & Sabattus Sts.
Lewiston, Me.
- Phones 2-0701-2-9301 -

Flowers for any occasion
Plants for any spot

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
PHONE 784-4061
245 Center St. Auburn, Maine 04210
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for reparation. All I ask is for awareness.
The Armenians were and, no thanks to
the Turkish government, are a beautiful
people rich in culture, yet nobody knows
our story.
To quote The Armenians, by Yves Ternon, “But no one denies that there were
at least 1,200,000 victims of the geno¬
cide.
Whether 1,200,000 or T ,500,000,
an entire race was wiped out.” Hitler
used the Armenian Genocide as an ex¬
ample of what he could get away with
because nobody remembered. It would
appear that we can not afford to forget
again.

